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Abstract

The role of the federai state in Canada has always been one of change and adaptation.
This is particularly tme of the state's role as it pertains to human rights based issues; those
aspects of Canadian life which are most influenced by political, social and economic
factors. Canada, in a neo-liberal economy, is trying to achieve a baiance of power which
provides appropriate representation of; and protection for its citizens. This paper foiiows
both the state's efforts to regain power at regional, national and internationai levels and
the expectations Canadians have of the federal governrnent. The two concepts meet in a
discussion of the potentid benefits of a joint partnership between the federal govenunent
and the Third Sector. It is the premise of this thesis that such a pannership wiil, in fact,
meet many of the expressed and implied needs for both the state and for Canadians.
However, the preliminary nature of the partnership movement leaves many issues
unaddressed.
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Introduction
The year 1998 marked the 506 anniversary o f the Universal Deciaration of Human
Rights. It seems appropriate that this milestone date is being met with new considerations
and challenges in the pursuit of huaian rights. An overview of these considerations and
challenges include various elements such as the cha-

language of human rights and the

changes to the world's economic and political environment. Democracy itself û king
debated by groups who represent a Wilsonian approach o f easuring one's own nationai
security through the promotion of democratic developrnent abroad and by those who see
the economic fieedom of a nation (particulariy a developing nation) as separate nom

democratic fieedom.'

There is sutncient evidence to suggest that the perceived natural

Link between human rights and democracy seems somewhat weaker now than it was f%y
years ago.

Withüi already existing democratic states, the tension between hiralism and
democracy is reachhg a critical point. The abiiity of the state to ensure the fùii
participation of citizens in d economic and social aspects of society requires interaction
and intervention in the market. The globaluation of the market bas signifiant impacts on

any single state' s ability to influence commerce, either domesticaüy or internationally.

W e international issues are not new and have, in k t , always been an aspect of state

' Robert D. Kaplan. "Was Democracy Just a Moment?"
1997.

me AtIantic Monrhiy December,

policy, the scope of economic and social globalization has produced mw challenges. The
recourse available to states is for the most part limited to legai and legislative actions

within the state. At the same tirne, the international nature of sociai and economic
development bas indeed bad the effet of pushing the arenas of power and influence
upward to international levels and conversely downward to local and regional
jurisdictions.'

Given the context d e s c n i d above, it is not surprising that the role of the state as
the primary focus of human rights issues appears to be declining and Canada is certainly

not immune to this changing roIe of the state. However, it is to be argued, through its
recent actions, that Canada is attempting to re-establish itselfas a leader in human rights
causes both domestically and internationaily. There have k e n several recent examples of
actions taken by the federal govermnent which support this argument, and these include:
1) the introduction by the federal govemment of new employment equity programs; 2) at

the most recent APEC meetings, Canada introduced human rights discussions as part of
international trade negotiations with member nations, and; 3) the federal govenunent bas
publicly acknowledged the negative impacts that previous policies have had on aboriginal

people and has offered fiuiding to provide programs which would aUow aboriginal people
to heal and to work towards undoing systemic barriers to fidl participation in Canadian

' This idea is presented in severai chapters of the foiiowing book:

Bruce G. Doem, Lesiie
A. Pal and Brian W. Tomlin, Eds. Border Crossings: the In~ernutionuIizationof
Canadian Public Policy Toronto, Oxfiord University Press, 1996.

society.

The first and third examples noted above illustrate two points. Both are policy
statements which have associated actions intended to redress human rights issues by
improving the opportunity of Canada's citkns in achieving fidl participation. They are

examples of how a lïkral state is supposed to behave. The second example indicates a

willingness by Canada to use alternative means in securing human rights agreements. Ai
three examples may be characterized as positive statements o f the government's intentions
in its role as a facilitator of human rights issues. However, other very m e n t examples of

government action may also be cited which contradict, if not the role of the state
necessariiy, then certainly the direction of the current government.

During the same time period a s the above, Canada was one of many countries

invo lved in discussions regarding the Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAI).
Concern has k e n expressed by trade groups and human rïghts activists that the MAI, if
agreed to, will seriously erode a country's abi.üty to protect workers at either a domestic
or international level. The move toward a global trading system carries with it, arnong

many Other consideratioos, an increased role for international corporations in deteminhg

the conditions of labour and a decreasing role for the state in securing human rights

domestically.' Canada's participation in these wgotiations seems at odds wiùi the
previously mentioned APEC example.'

Central also to this discussion is the position of human rigIits groups themselves.
The effects of internationaikm and the heightened tension in hkral economic states have
caused human rights groups to consider the nlerits of pragmatism particularly in the face
of increased hgmentatiod. On the other hand, the techwlogical advances that have

accompanied the globalization niovement d ow human rights groups to exchange
information easily and to work intemationally as well as locaiiy. This cohesiveness has
resulted in a power base for change that is referred to as the "Third SectorY*. This new
sector, separate fkom the market and fkom government, is comprised of voluntary, non-

Micheile Sforza-Rodenck, Scott Nova and Mark Wesbro. "Writing the Constitution of a
Single Global Economy: A Concise Guide to the Multilateral Agreement on Investment Supporters' and Opponents Views" in http//www.floraorg!mai-info/niaioverv.htm,
1 1/14/97.

Indeed, the subsequent APEC meeting hosted by Canada in 1999 where the treatment of
protestors resulted in an official inquiry may also be considered indicative of the
inconsistencies of Canada's approach.
Fragmentation among human rights groups is both a cause and an effect of the curent
liberal economic structures and their response to human rights issues. SrnaIl (pragmatic)
gains are made while larger more comprehensive issues remain unaddresseci. Selective
gains offer just enough encouragement to groups without the perceived danger of a
systernic change to the iiiral economy.
Paul Leduc Browne. "The Two Faces of Social Economy" presented at The Eighth
Conference on Canadian Social W e k e Policy, University of Regina, Regina,
Saskatchewan. June, 1997.

pront and cooperative systems and orgarhtiom.' ActMties underiaken by this system

may be local or g1oba.L In either instance the role of the state may indeed be a factor in
determining their success and fiiture direction At the same tirne, it may be possible that
the success of the govemment in regaining, at Ieast partiaily, its role in huma-rights

causes is dependent on the work of the third sector. An exploration of this relationship is
centrai to the purpose of this thesis.

Thesis Statement

This thesis will explore the traditional role of the state in a liberal economy with
respect to the democratic value of human rights. This role will be compared to the
current position of the federal goveniment in Canada. It will be demomtrated that this
role has diminished significantly over the last fifty years and that the state's attempt at
resurgence is closely connected to the growing social economy movement The potential
success of thiç coliaboration will be considered in Lght of Canada's political structure,
extemal and internai economic forces and the changing vision Canadians have of the role
of the federal goveniment.

7

The discussion in this thesis on the Third Sector will concentrate on the movement in the
last thirty years. There are niany other examples of the crucial role that non-state actors
have played in securing human rights pnor to this period: the labour movement; the
social reform movement; and the early women's sufhge movement, to ~ a m just
e
a kw.

Methodology

In defense of this thesis statement, this paper will present a kief overview of the
philosophy of human organkation: the mechanics of the Canadian government (with an
emphasis on federai/provincial jurisdictional issues); Canada's approach to human rights
issues both nationally and i n t e r n a t i o d ~the rise of the voluntary (third) sector; and, the
artitude and expectations Canadians have toward the f e d e d g o v e m n t ,

A traditional literature review wiil be used to provide the histoncal context for the
paper a s weli as for the critical analysis of the global aspects of democracy and the

economy. A compilation of govemment documents will provide supporthg evidence in
defining the Canadian Govemment's position on hurnan rights. Current research findings

and opinion poils will be cited to illustrate the changing mood of Canadians towatds

established decision niakrng structures.

Chapter Owanization
Chapter One

In this section the polit icai, social and economic roots of democratic society wiii be
presented in order to establish their interrelationship. The concept of democracy wili be
considered from the perspective of the individual entering into a social contract and fiom
the perspective of the state's requirement to unite a diverse population The focus o f the

discussion will be on the works of John Stuart Mïii and Jeremy Bentham foilowed by an

examination of the rise of CMC natiodism in England. The selection of England as a
focal point will be maàe clear in later chapters which will outline the way in which Canada
has adapted the British pariiamentary system The paradox of individiialism and

homogeneity wiil be discussed briefly as a background to the next chanter on the
formation of Canada as a state and some of the inherent challenges of federal States in

Complethg the k t chapter wiU be a contemporary m
i
s of the individual's
participation in a dernocratic Society particuîariy as it relates to decision making and
access to levels of influence within the state.

Several definitions of human rights will be presented in a progressive way which
concludes in an expanded understanding of human dignity which encompasses civic,
politicai, social and economic rights. This is the definition against which Caaada as a state
w l l be considered.

Chapter Two

This chapter wiü provide an historic overview of the Canadian Constitution and

the theory and p&ce

of human rights within Canada Major thems within this chapter

include the division of powers between the federal and provincial govemments and the
creation ofthe Charter of Rights. E e s e two documents are the fhmework for human

rights consideratiom. The division of power is an essential point of discussion for this
thesis as it addresses the suggestion that humau rights issues may be considered more at
the local level than the national IeveL

Chapter Tbree

Chapter three wiii examine the evidence of the loss of the leadership role by

Canada. This evidence will be presented in the context of the intexnationaihtion of the
economy and the move towards a global trading systexn Issues such as cornpetitive

iiberalization and the fùture of democracy will be considered. Examples such as the work
of the International Centre for Democratic Development will be cornpared to Robert

Kaplan's suggestion that democracy as we understand it may not survive. This chapter
w i l l begin the discussion of the

forces which may affect such a change and some of the

potential outcomes.

Chapter Four

This chapter wili define Canada's apparent response to its loss of leadership in

human rights through an examination of the third sector nationally and intemationally.
Further evidence will be provided that Canadians have lost confidence in the federal

government (and other formai institutions) wile at the same mainaining certain
expectations of the government in certain areas.

This chapter also examines the government's new relationship with the voluntary
sector through its comments m the Speech fkom the Throne, the work of the CIerk of the
Privy Council and the establishment of the Votuntary Sector Round Table-

-

Chapter Five Coadusion

The conclusion to the discussion wïIi be preseated which indicates the chan&
rotes of both the human rights movement and the federal government, and in light of the

thesis, what reciprocai role exists between the government and the third sector. From this
conclusion, the potential benefit for Canadians will be considered as wiii the likelihood of

a sustained and truly coliaborative partnership between the Third Sector and the state.

Cha~terOne

Democracy: Individuab and Nations

The relationship between an individual and a nation may be descn'bed by
comparing the development of two European countries. EngIand began developing as a

democratic nation in the sixteenth century a? the same time as the capitalist system was
emerging. For the British, the concept of a nation represented the elevation of lower

classes to participants with cultural and political authority based not on birth but on
econornic accompüshment. The people created the state.'

In contrast, the Frenchelite

recognized the tbreat individual communities posed to their weaith and author*.

By

'%eeingW individuals fiom feudal aiiegiances and convincing them they shared a cornmon
po iitical history, the state created a natioa9 Indeed the French experience went one step

further than the British. The population which formed the new nation of France demanded

more power than had been intended by the elite.

Each process relied on common elements that temporarily presented an image of
the homogeneity of the individuals in order to establish nations and national identities; for

Leah Greenfield, '7s Nationaiism Legitimate: A Sociological Perspective on a
Philosophic Question" Rethinkine Nationalism, Jocelyn Couture, Kai Nelson and Mïchel
Seymour eds. Caigary, University of Calgary Press, 1998, p 95.
"Mer k i n g constituted by the kings,the nation completed its emancipation by
dernanding a nation-state, wntrol of the government, and the right to determine its own
fate" Andre Van de Putte 'Ikmocracy and Natiooalism" in Couture et aL p 163.

the British it was ecommic statu, in France the common elements were language and

cuiture. Wide w t disputing the basic common ground that citizens of both counaies
share, the concept of the population completely united in their beliefk has always been
weak. Further dong in the developmental process of each nation, the diversity of the

population became an issue for the state. The balance berneen fomMg representatiod
political systems and respecthg the individuais who comprise it is the basic theme of this
thesis.

This chapter will consider the historic and philosophic development of democracy
in England fkom two perspectives: tbat of the individuai's move toward a social contract;
and fiom the perspective of the state as it engages in nation building. 'O The role of the

state in baIancing the need for homogeneity and the recognition of diversity will be

exarnined in light of this discussion. The concepts of 'hation"and "nationalism" and their
reiationship to the democratic state wiii be discussed. Particular emphasis will be given to
the ways in which individuais participate in the decision making process of the state.

This chapter wiii aIso serve to define the relevant terms of discussion for this
paper. The topic of" human nghts, diversity and the state" is complex and open to wide

debate. Rather than outtining the breadth of this debate, a path will be provided wtiich

'O

England has k e n selected as it represents the first Liberal democracy and, as wi.1be
shown in chapter two, Canada adopted and adapted many of the same governing
definition and practices.

links several major works together in support of a discussion regardiûg the fûture of the

state's support of its diverse population.

Much ofthe first part of this chapter wiii be drawn fiom the work of
Jerome J. Shestack who emphasizes the need for cIarity and consistency of terminology
when he states 'Lia the international spbere where diverse cultures are bvohred, where
positivist underpinnings are shaky, and where implementation mefhanisms are Mile,
definitions are crucial"". Shestack's work provides an outline which is intended to offer a
clear path connectïng several philosophic interpretations of human nghts and includes the

rights of the individuai, the development of the cornmunity and the relatioosbip between
the individual and the govemment. Other definitions and interpretations fkom merent
sources will be presented, but at the conclusion of t h chapter a standard set of references

will be used in the remainder of this paper.

The Individual

The starting point for this discussion is a reference to a small group of r a d i d
who, during the short period of 1645 - 49, developed concepts which led to their king
considered the firn democrats.12 The philosophy of this group contaias many of the

"

Ibid. p 202.

'' David Wooton, "TheLeveiiers" Democracy: nte Unfinished Journey 508 BC - AD
1993, John Dunn ed., Oisord, University of Oxford Press, 1992.

concepts that are stiil in discussion today. First and foremost is the vision of a
representational government within a nation-state. They wanted a written constitution to
protect the rights of the individual; such rights as the right to vote, the right to equality
before the hw and the right to W o m of conscience and debate. Wooton descriis tbe
goals of this group as the Grst ever to seek the construction of a hiberal state.') The

contribution of the Levellers", as this groups was b w n , Lies not only in their articulation
of basic rights but in the response of others to their quest for politid equality. In works
by Harrhgton and ~ e t t y "the tenn "dernocracy" changed meaning fiom Aristotle's

concept of lawlessness to good popular govemment as a result of the debates which the
Levellers began and which continue today .

The period of time in wbich the Levellers were active coincided with the civil war
in England. Wooton suggests that the LevelIers e&ed in a politicai vacuum and their
movement ended with assumption of power by Cr~rnwell.'~
In the remainder of this

chapter, beginning with Thomas Hobbes, and in the next chapter on the Canadian
Constitution and the C h e r of Rights and Freedoms, ideas presented by the Levellers

l3

l4

Ibid p. 71.

The name illustrates the group's desire to level the social and political hierarchies which
denied rights to aü individals.

l5

Ibid p 73.

l6

Ibid p 72.

A very basic summary of Hobbes' work illustrates the extent to which the

perception of human aature, and the need and kind of authority required to ensure
sunival, has changed- This is of particular signiscance to the arguments put forward by
later British philosophers such as Bentham and Mill, arguments which still have credence

in the twentieth century.

Bnefly, Hobbes' prernise, as set out m kviathm", is that essentidiy aU humans
are motivated by greed and personal gain. Countries made up of these individuais would

therefore also have the same motivations and wodd constantly be at war with each other.
The concept of goveniment nile would, in Hobbes' opinion, only further entrench the

selfish characteristics of the individuals involveci. Hobbes' solution was to ensure the
country was ruled by a monarchy. Presumably, the advantage wodd be that monarchies

are more predictable in action if not necessarily Iess evil in motivation.

His concession to the population was to aUow a representation of group interests
to the monarch as a meam of checks and balances against the possibiiity of a cruel and

unfair d e r . The concepts of the greed of individuals and the need to contain actions m

l7

Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, reprint with an essay by W. G Pogson Smith, Oxford,
Claredon Press, 1909.
-14-

order for society to fbnction set the tone for the development of other opinions of human
nature. Hobbes' acquiesceme to public representation is motivated by the med to control
the d e r rather than by any perceived bene& of a collective consideration of political or

economic issues.

The foiiowing section will outhe other major philosophic themes building on
some of Hobbes' work but also providing differing opinions on the motivations of
individuais to fonn collectives. In pst-feudal Europe, the naturai law theorists were the
fkst to separate religion fiom secuiar iaw. Natural iaw theory was fkther developed

during thz Age of Eniightenment into naturai nghts theory which, in turn, most closely

resembles the modem human rights discussions. John Locke is perhaps the best known
proponent of the nahuai rights theory and provides us with a definition of basic human
rights: fieedom, self determination and equaihy. Locke also introduces the concept of the

"social contract" through which men and women agree to enter into a comrnunity and set
up an authontative body which is responsible, within Limas, for ensuring these basic rights.

In return for this protection, individualsi agree to relinquish certain rights or to r e W fiom
certain activities. A criticai assesmient of this theory wiii not be provided here as this

theory is presented only to show the formation of the relationship between basic nghts of
the individual and the formation of conrmunity and the development of a poiity to protect

itseif against the ruie of an individual and the chaos of anarchy". Shestack d o a point out
that this theory forms the basis of the French Declaration of the Rights of Man and the
United States' Declaration of Independence.l9

In the section entitled 'Xuies Based on the Value of UUty" Shestack preseats
*.

.

Jererny Bentham's uûhtamn theory as weli as some d q u a and revisions.

In contrast to

. .

natural rights theory, utilitananwn concems itseifwith the collective good as opposed to
the rights of the individual. However, the coiiective good is in this view a transference of

the assumption that individuah make decisions based on maximkhg pleasue and

miniMring pain and therefore groups of individuals will react in much the same way. It is
Bentham's statement that "Everyone counts for one, nobody counts for more"20,which is
often cited in literature regarding the developrnent of the democratic state. T a h g this

statement dong with his opinion that every law is evil because it is a violation of iiirty,
therefore every action of govemment is a choice among eV&?', sets a foundation for the
roIe of state in securing human rights for the individual. This is in contrast to the notion of

l8

The theory of a "social contract" is only one of many which seek to expiain the ways in
which individuals form communities. One of the many criticisms of this theory is that it
discusses individuals in the abstract, devoid of characteristics such as gender or
ethnicity.

I9

Shestack, p 206.

'O

James Steinrager, Bentham, Ithaca ,New York Comeii University Press, 1977.

" Jeremy Bentham, An Inrroduction to the MoraZs and Principles of legislarion,
Oxford, Claredon Press, 1996.

a social contract which rectimii;res the agreement of individuais to participate m a
CO Uective

whiçh wi& on occasion, ovemde an m d i v i d d s rights if they are perceived to

be interfiring with the rights of another?

Further statements drawn fiom Bentham's Phciples of Morals and Legislation tie
the concept of utility to the role of the iadividuai and the extension of individual

characteristics in form of government:
By the principle of utility is meant that principle which approves or disapproves of
every action wbatsoever, according to the tendency which it appears to have to
augment or diminish the happiness of the party whose interest is in question: or,
what is the same thhg in other words, to promote or oppose that happiness. 1 say
of every action whatsoever; and therefore not, only of every action of a private
individuai, but of every measure of govemment. The interest of the community is
one of the most generai expressions that can occur in the phraseology of mords:
no wonder that the meaning of it is often lost. When it bas meaning, it is this. The
community is a fictitious body, cornposeci of the individual persons who are
considered as constituting as it were its members. The interest of the community is
then what? The sum of the interests of the several members who compose
it. A measure of govemment (which is but a particular kind of action, performed
by a particular person or persons) may be said to conforniable to or dictated by the
principle of utility, when in iike mamer the tendency which it has to augment the
happiness of the cornmunity is greater than any which it has to dmiinish it?

By these principles Bentham identzes and quantifies the measure of govemment
and further expands the "'calculus"of utilitarian theory by de-

community as the sum

of the interests of individuals. The 1st liw of the second principle also presents the issue

'*

Michael Freedman, Righis, Minneapolis, University of Minneapolis Press, 199 1.

'' Ibid. p 1.
-17-

to which critics of Bentham's work quickly pointed, that is that the community or
government which represents the interests of the "several members" who comprise it.

It

was quite conceivable that the interests of the few would ciiffer, or possibly supercede, the

rights of an individual m order to gain maximum happiness for the whole. Bentham's

response was to hope that the few (legislators) would mnsider long term impacts of their
actions, but he became quite disillusioned in this regard. There is no mention of the
possible coiiective action which necessarïly contradicts the rights of an individuai but
which protects the both the individuai and the whole."

Further, utilitarian theory, aithough seemingiy based on the principle of equaiity,
did not respect the worth of the individual. Nor did it recognize the heterogeneity of the

population. Bentham's approach to utiiitarianism is considered to be ahistoricai and static

in its consideration of human nature. Freeden concludes 'The test of Benthamite utility
kvas one of the moment,

accepting individual wants and desires at their fàce d u e and

ignoring the developmentai character of human b e i n g ~ " . ~

On the other han& John Stuart Mill did recognize that people did not share the
same attitudes and preferences. Indeed, Mill's response to the critics of utilitananism was

example, an individual's right to yeii ''fire" in a crowded piace when there is no
cause is overridden by the need for the safety of others.

" For

that they had taken much too simple an approach to the concepts of pleasure and paina

Mill wrote "It is quite compaîiile with the principles of utility to recogniTe the âict that
some kinds of pleasure are more desirable and more valuable than other~"~'U&e
Bentham, Mill believed that humans were quite capable of disceniing their own bappiness

and that of the co~ll~llmky
and sacdicing the former for the latter. In this sense, Mill had
more confidence in the ability of "severai llbembers" to make appropriate choices and that

these choices would be fàr more acceptable to the general population.

However, according to an article by J. H. ~ d
Mill
' was
, never completely able
to accept the democratic notion that the majority rules. This is based on M
ill's belief that
not d persons are endowed with the necessary qualities to d

e sound political

judgements. He also believed that "A king of higher fàculties requires more to make him
happy, is capable probably of more acute suffiering, and certainly accessible to it at more

points than one of an infenor typewzg Therefore it may be concluded that Miil held certain

concems regarding the ability of the majority to respond to the needs of those with "higher
faculties". To address these concems Mill supported the use of institutional devices, a
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professionally trained ndministration and a system of personal representationMin any
dehirative assembly. These devices were fbrther supported by a secondary system which
included the establishment of an expert legislative cornmittee (or second chamber) and the
rejection of voting by ballot. Most significant to this discussion was Mill's proposal of

"plural voting" which he recornmended because of bis belief that voting was a trust,
not a right, and therefore a vote shouid have the proportionate value of the individuai who

uses it. That voting is not considered by Mïil to be a right will be discussed fùrther in the

context of an individual's abiity to participate m political and economic decision making.

In surnmary, Mill believed that there were certain tasks to which some people are
more suited than others, and therefore will have the required reasonableness to ensure that
the greatest happiness is achieved for ail while still respecthg the nghts of the individual,"

Within this statement are M e r indications of Mill's sense of equaiity and the protective

nature of the state toward the individual.

The Nation
This chapter opened with two scenarios regarding the establishment of nations. A

fürther definition of ''nation'' is required to test Mill's concept of the role of the nation-

'' The representational system wouià aiiow those more "able",
on k h a l f of others.

'' Burns p 272.

in Mill's opinion, to speak

state in protecting the ri-

of the UidividuaL It is also necessary to distinguish tbe

'hation" fiom n a t i o n a h Accordhg to Milte3' there are five characteristics which
define a nation. A nation is comrnunïty which is:
1) constituted by a s h e d belief and mutual CO mmitment
2) extended in history
3) active m character
4) connected to particuiar territory, and
5) marked off fkom other communities by its
distinct public culture.

Presumably, the characteristics need not be present in equal portions. The cornmon
element for the British was econornic while the French responded to territory and culture.
The d e m g commonalities, however they are chosen, lead to the individual's sense of

There are two traditional definitions of natio&m3':

the first, the concept of civic

nationaiism, is attriiuted to the work of Ernest Renan. Civic nationalism is based on the

idea that a nation is a voluntary association of individuah. People give themselves a state
and the state holds them together. It is considered to be subjective because the state

expresses the wi3.iof individuals. On the other han& ethnic natiorialism is based on
language, culture and tradition. It is considered to be objective, as it reflects our social
Lives. It is also seen as predating the state and is a coilective view which supercedes the

3'
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individual. Germany, during the period of Romanticism, is used as an example of ethnic
nationalisrnY England would more easily nt the deîinition of civic n a t i o n a h 3 *

These two definitions are often seen as an "either-or"dichotomy. However, there
is at least one commonality of the two definitions. Even in theory, and certainly in
practice, both have elements of exclusion For the ethaic nationalists, those who do not
share the common traits are not represented by the state. Civic nationalism, although
stating that the people are sovereign, is ruled by the elite within the nation. In the former
case the exclusion is clear wMe in the latter it can be somewhat more subtle. In the fïrst

instance, citizenship is denied ahogether while in the second case citizenship may be
granted but not necessariiy a tùll set of nghts. As bas been stated previously, Mill
suggested that some individuals are more capable than others of representing the concems
of the nation Contemporary analysis shows that Western countries are stïU d e d by elites
despite the gains made by the previously unrepresented portions of the populationM

'"Ibid. p 3.
definitions, and the accompanying examples, are limited to a theoretical starting
point in the establishment of a state. The voluntary nature of association may perhaps
..
be t ested as individuals are born into a country and its admuiistrative system but may or
may not have the option of remaining in that state. Further, neither of these definitions
irnmediately account for the movement of people fkom one state to another. However,
these are the very dynamics of the state which present the challenges of working with
diverse.

" These
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Therefore, the disfussion of the staîe's abüity to protect, support or represent fully dl of
its citizens can be addressed with either definition. As this paper turns to the discussion of

Canada the elements of civic and ethnic nationalism wiU be exploreci fùrther. Prior to that
discussion more will be presented here on the relationship between nationalism and
democracy.

Liah Greenfield, in her article on nationaiism, presents three denning pomts."
First, nationalism is a modem phenornenon, more cuiturai than psychologicai and tike
other cultural phenornenoas it can change or even disappear." Second, natiouaüsm
provides an identity and outlmes certain expectations. It also reflects the social
consciousness and reflects our social order.

Finally, nationalism is secular but shares with religion a way of providing

meaningfulness to Me. W*

Greenfield's definition of nationalism are the key concepts

of the equality of the members of a nation and the sovereignty of the people.39

Greenfield offers this definition of "the people":
The "people" is a mass of population whose boundaries and nature are defined in
various ways, but which is perceived u s d y as larger than any concrete

supports Kaplan's comment that democracy is the current, but w t necessdy the
enduring representative forum for capitaiist nations.

" This
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coxnmunîty and always as fbdamentally homogeaeous (essentiaity as a community
of equals) and ody s u p e r £ i c ~dMded by the iÏnes of statu, c h , locality or (m
rare cases) ethnicity."
By applying these definitions to sixteenth century Europe, Greenfield presents
England as the birthplace of natiorililism and the first nation. Specîiïcaüy, the 'inventors of
nationalism'' were the new aristocracy, cornmoners who were unable to achîeve the social
standing they feit they deserved as a r e d of k i r economic success. It was this group

who developed the image of the people as sovereign. However, this nation also rested on
the social compact4l that the will and interests of the individuai were not separate nom

those of the nation. Greenfield defines this type of nation as both individualistîc and civic.

It is not coincidental that this originai individiialistic and civic nationalism is the
type of nationalism characteristic of h i r a l democracies since its principles - the
location of sovereignty within a people deîïned as a social compact of fiee and
equal individuals - are at the same time the hdamental tenets of hiberal

der no crac^?^

The reference to Greenfield's work has established two necessary linkages; that
England was first to develop the concept of a nation with the people as sovereign and that
this type of nationalism is descriptive of h i r a i democracies. Canada's development as a

nation and its current status as a iïkral democracy draw heavily ffom its use of the British
-

-

-

-

-

" Ibid. p 95.
'' Social compact and social contract are used interchangeaMy in this paper.
42
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constitutional eamework. At the same time, ushg Greenfield's definitions draws us back
to the inherent contradiction of the homogeneous state representing individual needs.

Other points fiom Greenfield's work which will be referred to again are the
concepts that nationalism is a cultural phenomenon and may change and that in order for
the nation as we know it to survive there must be an adherence (or a retum) to the social
compact of a homogeneous population The next section will concentrate on this 1 s t
point. How do the tenets of democracy fit with a social compact that does not recognize
the diversity of needs within a population?

h d r e Van de Putte and K. U. Leuved3 d e s c n i the development of a "nation" as
having a complex and ambiguous logic. The authors present the idea that rather than

destroying diversity, nations transcend it. Nations are produced by individuals pursuing
democracy and nations wiJi not survive ifthe basic tenets of dernocracy, the recognition of
the particularities of the individual and their need for a forum in which to present

thernselves, are not met. Van de Putte and Leuven state: "The nation can not be
considered in isolation fiom the aspiration for democracy, ernancipation, political
participation and selfdetermination.'*

This theory follows the development of the

Van de Putte and Leuven, op c t . pp 161 - 195.

Ibid. p 163. In contrast, Resnick States "The will to be a nation, does not necessarily
have to take a democratic f o m " p. 1 19.

concept of a social contract. As has been presented previously in this paper, John Locke
descriid a "social contract" as an agreement entered into by individuals which establishes
a cornmunity and an authoritative body which serves to protect the rights of the
individuais. Van de Putte and Leuven d e s c n i the resulting political society this way:

"What coostitutes, animates and maintains a politid society is the general will, the

consent and fke choice of radicaily autonomous individuals to recomii;re one another and
live together?'

On the other hand, Van de Putte and Leuven recognize that a nation whkh focuses
on the general will of 'kadicaüy autonomous" individuals is unstable. Nationaliçm
requires a certain level of homogeneity. The state, as a juridid and politicai body, needs
to build upon the relationship of individuals as reasonable human beings linked together by
t heir

citizenship. Individuaikm and homogeneity define the democratic paradox. The

democratic legal order appeals to citizens to use reasonableness and make public rather
than personal decisions. However, the state can not, by this sarne legal order, compel

individuals to do sa* Citizens are &ee to use or not use their reason

Van de Putte and Leuven conclude fiom their review of the development of
France as a nation that educating the masses on their cornmonality has the short term

'"
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impact of producing the required homogeneity. However, the long term result of this
education brought greater awareness to individuals of their ability to present then
particularities in a broder forum. The initial homogeneity of the nation Suniveci the
historical and cultural traditions of the individuais but did not destroy them. As

democracy spread, historiai, culturai and traditional ciifferences arnong
citizens began to be recognized as part of the private sphere. The ability to move issues
fiom the private sphere to the public sphere is the democratic nght of the individual. It is
the state's role to provide a forum for issues, private and public, to be debated. To w t
provide this forum would be to undermine the basic tenet of democracy and Iose the

agreement of individu& to participate in a collective.

Van de Putte and Leuven summarize their work on democracy and natiooalism by
stating that %e political nation is hdamentally pluraiistic and multicdtural"." This is
perhaps an ideal rather than a reality. However, if nations proceeded fkom this premise

then the democratic paradox will continue to represent the bahncing act nations fàce in

presewing the elements of unity white providing a forum for meaningfid participation of
individu&.

The contrasting elements of Greenfield and Van de Putte and Leuven's work ,the
need for homogeneity vs. the recognition of a multiculhiral democracy are brought closer

"

Ibid. p 192.

together by Phiiip Resnick in his discussion of democracy and nationahna Resiick
poses the question as to whether democracy and nationalism are enemies or allies and

presents two hypotheses:
The more democracy fàvours collective, no l e s than individual, fomis
of politicai activity the closer it cornes to the quit of modem nationalism
The more nationaIism accepts institutional and culturai pluralism, the closer
it coms to the spirit of modern dem~cracy?~
Resnick's response to the apparent dilemma presented in the above hypotheses is
to pursue the concept of political n a t i o n a h This concept r e c o ~ that,
s unlike civic
nationalism, inâividuals require more than an interest in voluntary association. hdividuals
must have some commonalities and these may start as shared culture, ianguage or history.

However, nations can build upon commonalities in such a way as to ensure their on-going

legitirnacy but at the same time emphasize cornmon political goals. Resnick used the
example of Quebec before and after the Quiet RevolutionM The ethnic sense of nation
based on the culture, language and French Canadian origin was replaced with the more
politicalsense ofbeing Quebecois. Resaickdoes not propose that this isaperfect

example of political nationalism, as minority rights within Quebec are stiil at issue, but he
does suggest that greater emphasis on political goals offers a form of democracy that

'*
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aU can adhere to without the loss ofhistorical comrmn bonds.

ln summary, a nation must respect and respond to the cornmon values which
historicdy brought individuais together without disadvantagins those who reniain outside

the mjority group. Resnick suggests this may be done through developïng new
comrnonalities which offer the individual the opportunity to participate regardless of their
membership to the niajority.

The Individuai. the State and Participation

From the pbilosophic theories presented so fàr it is possible to draw out, and
within this tradition, dehe the individuai, the comrnunity and the govemment and their

respective roles in relation to basic human rights. The individual was the first elernent of
the equation. Communities developed through social contracts and the polity evolved
&om the community. Sigrifkant movement developed as the concept of govemment as a
necessary evii was replaced by a more balanced view of govermnent as, among other

things, a protector of minoxity interests.

More contemporary theorists expand not o d y on the definitions of the basic rights
of individuais but also on the mechanhm witbin the control of state to ensure their

implementatioa However, before movhg on to these newer theones, it must be noted
~ was
that during the period of Bentham and MU, the late 1700's to the mid 1 8 0 0 ' ~there
also considerable debate on the role of economics versus the role of politics. It was

during this period that the economists started to use the terni "politicai ecoaomy"."

A

more thorough discussion of the classic approach will be given later in this thesis.
However, it is relevant to the discussion of human rights to note at thir time that the split
between the economy and the polity had clear implications for the mdividual in
satisfymg his/her wants.

In illustrating the developrnent of comrnunity and govenimental interest in

individual rights, the intention was not to impiy that the basic unit for discussion of human
rights has changed. hdeed since the nineteenth century much of the work of philosophers

and social scientists has k e n directed toward increasing the scope of individual hurnan
rights. This point is made clear in the Universal Declaration of the Human Rights which
States: "LUhuman beings are bom fiee and equal in dignity. They are endowed with
reason and conscience and shouid act towards one another m a spirit of brotherhood"."

But, despite the egalitarian @et gender specifïc) nature of this statement and the latitude it
gives for broad interpretation, it has been recognized by most contemporary thinkers that
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king bom equd does not nece-

transiate mto equal status through the Life of an

individual. Even equaiity of opportunity is m t sufficient to ensure equal participation.
As John Rawls States Y.. empiricai knowledge t e k one that equality of opportunity is

not enough because society creates the conditions of pursuit thereby affecthg the
out~ome".~'Rawl's comment provides an opening to discuss the social context in which
rights are defïned and exercised. For the purposes of this thesis, tbat discussion centers on
democratic society. Two deMions wiU be used here to chri@ the concept of
democratic society and to provide a measure of its development. Both are taken fiom the
International Centre for Hunnui Rights and Dernocratic Development.

Democracy is seen as encompassing both the nomative or institutional aspects
of goveniment, as weli as the social praxis or exercise of effective citizen
participation in determining the priorities and orientation of public policy.
DeveIopment is seen as a politicai process of decision making by both the state and
civil society actors leading to the effective mobilization of economic, social and
cultural resources for a just process of socially negotiated creation and distriiution
of wealth and power that anempts to respect the entire fàmily of human rights.
Fuliïüing the expectations inherent in these definitions is seen by the Centre as and
on-going process for aU societies. In fact the Centre recognizes that the making of

3'
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democracy "..bas no culminate

Disfussion of some of the specific compoaents

of these statements, such as whether or not economic equality is a goai, wili be pursuecl in

later chapters.

W~thoutmeaning to diminish the previously stated prinçiples of democratic
developrnent, others have made different observations regarding the likelihood of aîtahkg
success. For example, Thomas Christiano states "Democracy is a generic term which may

be vaguely but not very helpfblly defined as a society in which aU or most of the
population has the opportunity to play an essential if not always formative role in the
determination of legislation and p ~ l i c y . " ~ ~

Participation as a means of exercising individual rights is also the concern of
Allison Jaggar in her critique of contractualism" While Jaggar agrees with the

pro ponents of contractualism5', that the possibility of gaining rationai and informed

" Ibid. p 5.
'' Thomas Christiano. "Freedom, Consensus,and Equality in CoUective Decision Making"
Ethics, Volume 100 Iss 2, October: 1990 pp 151 - 179.
'' AUison Jaggar, "Taking Consent Senously: Feminist Practical Ethics and Actual Moral
Dialogue" Ao~liedEthics: A Reader, Earl R W d e r & Jerald R Coombs ,
eds.,Odord, Basil Blackweii Ltd, 1993.
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Contractualkt moral theory is characterized by the notions of fkee and informed consent.
consent. However, because of the difficulty of establishing empiricai evidence of
consent most contemporary versions utiiize philosophic constructions of hypothetical
consent. Ibid. p 69.

consent £iom a large community is remote, any other method such as the use of
hypothetical consent anaiysis is qualiy uaniitable in a democratic society. It is both the
pursuit of dialogue that brings the possïbility of rational consent closer and the
mechanisms which are used to create that dialogue which are essential to ensure reducing
the inequities which hinder participation

Keeping in miad the principle of democracy as stated in the Universal Dedaration

of Human Rights and the practicaiity of participation as discussed above, a fiirther list of
rights as presented in Shestack mapines the dilemma of fïnding the right mechaaisms for
support. Shestack refers to the work of McDougaIi, Lasswell and chenS9who q

w the

notion of dignity by iisting the interdependent values of dignity, they are: respect, power,
enlightenment, weii king, health, ski.&affection and rectitude.

The authon' position is

that aii these are necessary for effective participation therefore, they become part of the
human rights definition.

In summarizing the key components of this section: the list of individual rights has
grown fiom that of fieedom, seif determination and equality to encompass value
statements regardhg the worth of human dignity. The individual's role has evolved to the

comunity levei, with social conrracts, and fiom tbere to the establishment of a polity for
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preserving basic rights. The polity has emerged fiom a necessary evil to a more
representational system which provides checks and balançes m the mterests of the
rninonty. Greenfield's work was presented here to illustrate the tension that exists in
nation building, the prelimmary steps of which require homogeneity. But once estabLished,
the state m u t then begin its h c t i o n ofrepresenting the individual needs of its

constituents.

Nationalism, according to Greenfield, is modem phenornenon subject to change. It
has both an identity and expectations. How these two components interact in Canada
influences the rights of individuais.

AIso inçluded in this section is the suggestion that the concept of participation may
be used as an indicator of a democratic society. It has also been suggested that while the
mechanisms for ensuring this participation have had their roots within the govenimentai
system, there is a strong argument that it is not enough. The presence of mechanisms
does not denote the degree to which they are avaiiabie to the public nor does it indicate

the level of use by the public.

The remainder ofthis paper will foilow the role of the Canadian government, as an

example of the state in a i i i r a l economy, in working with human rights. Specificaily, the
next chapter foilows the developmental path taken by Canadians as we moved fiom the

inherited rights of the British constitutional monarchy to the Canada Act, 1982 (U-IL).

The treatment of miwrity populations within Canada wili be discussed as part ofthe
description of the Bill of Rights and the Charter of Rights and Freedoms.

Cbapter Two
Canadian Constitutional Development

The progress of any country toward democracy is never complete60. The history

of this process is often as revealing as any outcomes. Two authors whose work will be
used throughout this chapter have decidedly Merent views on the Canadian process.

Frank R Scott States "The constitution of a country grows with the country as the roots
and branches of a tree mach out for greater sudight and soil.... That process of

constitutional adaptation is stiii going on and wiu go on into the fÙtureY'.61 On the other
h d , David m e , in the introduction to his book on the Canadian Constitution, offers

this opinion:

Unlike Canadians, people of other nations do not n o d y spend decades
debating their constitution. Nor are they inclined to thUik that %demiPng"
is necessarily a progressive and welcome undertaking. On the contrary,
apparently endless bursts of constitutional innovation are taken as testaments
to grave politicai instabiüty rather than signs of heaith"
The contrast of these statements lends itself to this discussion because it represents
the theory and practice of Canadian human rights. Scott's theory foliows the form of

"

Frank R Scott, The Canadiun Constitution and ffumanRights. Toronto, The Hunter
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democratic development as presented m the previous chapter with elements of both chic
and ethnic nationaüsxn Milne's contemporary analysis is refkctive of Resnick's position

on the role of politicai natiooalism. Our constitutionai process appean to highlight our
dserences rather than our commonaiities and as Milne suggests perhaps cal1 into question
the stability of our nation. At this point it is neither the positive nor the negative

connotations of our constitutional process which are at issue but rather the connection
between the challenges for achieving constitutional harmony and the human rights debate.
In order to make this connection clear, this chapter WUprovide a bnef historiai review
of the development of the British North America Act and the Canada Act of 1982. By

doing so, the concept of Canada as a nation will be explored dong the lines of the

previous chapter's discussion regarding the diversity of individu& and the homogeneity of
the state. The division of powers in a federally constituted state and the role of the courts
~ v i lalso
i
be presented in support of this paper's thesis regarding the shifting role of the

state in hurnan rights policy.

The two human rights mechanisms, the Biii of Rights and the Charter of Rights
and Freedorns wili also be described and compared. ReIevant examples wilI be used to
austrate key points within each document.

The British North America Act

The acquisition of Canada (New Ftanc~)from the French required an
amalgamation of existhg laws and principles m order to bled the predomiiuuitly French
Catholic population with the Bntish constitutional f k a m e ~ o r k .While
~ ~ this is somwhat

of an oversimplincation of challenges k i n g a new country, it does quickly pinpoint the
cultud, political and legalistic diversity which fàced the founders of the country. The

Constitutional Act 1791 divided the territory into Upper and Lower Canada- Bayard
Reesor d e s c n i s the inhabitants as two homogeneous groups: "On the one hand was the
consexvative, static, agricuiturai, Catholic, French, represented by the assembly; on the
other h d , was the aggressive, commercial, Church of England, English, represented by
the governor and the two appointed councils."

Reesor also notes that within each group

there were divisions dong raciai, political and economic lines.6' While the lesser divisions
within each faction are noted, the magnitude of the minority position wouid be felt to a

much greater degree during the constitutional debates.

However, despite these ciifferences, there were several motivating fàctors which
heightened the need for this amalgamation: the need to expand economicaliy; the rnilitary
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threat presented by the United States; and, perhaps most important, the unstable nature of
the govenmgnt of the uniod6 Reesor notes 'The political instabiiity of this period was

leading to a crisis. Following three government defeats in two years between May of 1862
and March of 1864, the assembty ground to a hait'?' The "Great Coalition'' W h

emerged in 1864 was foiiowed by three conferences, the result of which was the British
North America Act @ . N A Act). The govemmentd structure which redted fiom the
B.N.A. Act was terrned a Confederation although the intent was that of federalism.

Kemeth McRoberts explains this disparity by suggesting that the concept of codederaiion
(wherein the sovereignty rests with member states) was more acceptable to those who
feared assimilation?

Federalism is defïned by McRoberts as: 'a sovereign state with

central and regional governments that have exclusive areas of activity in which they can
directly regulate the activity of citizens. Typically, these different areas are delineated in a

constitutional document that cannot be unilateraiiy altered by one level of
government....'"

The ways in which these areas of activities are descriid in the B.N.A.

Act is an integral part of this dirussion and fùndamental to an understanding of the

shift ing of the balance of power between Canada and the provinces.

-
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The following discussion of the B.N.A. Act will describe areas of activities with
particular emphasis on the democratic process, disaibuion of power, the protection of

minority rights and independence.

Sections 37 to 52 of the Act define the method of determinùig the number of
representatives; provincial electoral districts; the selection of a speaker and the duration of
the H o ~ s e . 'It~ is understood fiom the Act that Canada is to have a constitution similar to
that of the United Kingdom" with fieely elected representatives. The basic democratic
principles of public participation through representation are çontained within these
sections. A m e r demonstration of these principles is contained in Section 49 (Voting in
the House of Commons) which States "Questions arising in the House shall be decided by

a Majority of Voices other than that of the Speaker, and when voices are equal, but not

othenvise, the Speaker shall have a vote".

Sections 91 and 92 refer to the distriiution of legislative powers. Each section is
lengthy, however, several Classes of Subjects (the enumerated iist of exclusive powers)
are worth citing as they pertain to the thesis statement that the locus of control of human

rights issues has shifted, in some instances, f?om federal to provincial jurisdictions. The

'O

British North Amenca Act, 1967 Constitution. Constifutionof the House of Commom
Sections 37 - 52.

'' Scott, p 16-

Classes of Subjects for the P a r h n t of Canada include: Regulation of Trade and
Commerce; Unemployment Innuance;Banking; Fisheries; Indians and Land reserved for
Indians; and, Criminal Law. Under Section 92, the provinces retain authority over
activities which are for maintenance and bene& of the province such as: taxation for the
use of the province; hospitals; local works; Incorporations of Companies with Provincial

Objectives; and, Property and C i d Rights in the Province. Section 92A ailows the
legislature to make laws pertaining to the development and management of non-renewable
resources.

However, there are many b i t a m e s where the B.N.A. Act is l e s than clear
regarding federal and provincial powers. There were several areas of overlap, including
the right of Parliament to appoint provincial judges and senators, the right under certain

circumstances to make laws with respect to education ( n o m a provincial jurisdiction)
and the right to directly tax individuais (given limited mowtary resources, potentially to
the detriment of the pro~inces).~
The occasionaily conflicting nahue of the distriiution of

power will be considered with the respect to the Constitution Act (1 982) and wiU be
illustrated in the discussion of human rights prior to the Bill of Rights.

* Reesor pp 80 - 81.

However, the issue of idhidual fieedoms had been dealt with through common law

which is descnid by Ian Greene as:

...whenever Parliament had not provided a law to define how a
dispute should be settled, the courts would settle the dispute
according to what the judges believed to be tbe community standards.
The decisions of the higher courts becarne precedents for deciding fûture
cases. This whole body of judge-made law became kwwn as ''cornmon
law"."
One final note fiom Scott's commentary on the B.N.A. Act is his observations
regarding economic human rights. The B.N.A. Act, while recognizing a free enterprise
system, does not commit us to an ecowmic plan. In fàct the division of powers leaves the

provinces with considerable control over such fàcets of the economy as naturai resources.
1

However, the resources are not distriiuted equally among the provinces and employment
is based not only on the availability of resources but on industrial support. The movement
of labour capital is not as easily accomplished as the movement of economic capital. The

example cited by Scott refers to the Atlantic miniag industry. A more recent example
could be the Atlantic fishing industry. The relationship between economic impacts and

human rights is essentid to meeting the criteria of equal opportunity as was d e s c n i in

Chapter One and therefore the locus of control greatly impacts the Ievel of economic
enjoyment experienced by Canadians LRing in diflierent parts of the country. Where
natural resources and labour are well balanced the locus of control fkvours the province as

is the case with Alberta.
n Ian Greene, f i e Chorrer of Righis. Toronto, James Lorirner & Company, 1989 p 10.
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mer the passage of the B.N.A. Act there were several key constitutional
challenges that prompteci consideration among some political parties to purnie a Bill of
Rights. Two examples cited by the Howurable Roger Sahanyn are the Alberta Press
case of 1937 and the Quebec Padlock Act. In the fÜst example, the Social Credit
Govenunent of Alberta attempted to censor the press and thereby Iimit their ability to
criticize the govemment's planned changes to the provincial banking system There are
two juridictional aspects to

this case which the Supreme Court had to contend with.

Fust, the Alberta government was attempting to make changes to the Bank Taxation Act
and the Credit of Aiberta Reguiation Act which the Supreme Court indicated were statutes

clearly within the jurisdiction of the Parliament of Canada However, the second decision
of the Supreme Court to strike down the Accurate News and Information Act is less
clear. Property and civil rights are within the provinces jurisdiction, but as this act was
"ancillary and dependent upon 'cnthe first two statutes, the Supreme Court felt able to

proceed with its decision. Chief Justice DUEstated:
Any attempt to abrogate this right of public debate or to suppress the
traditional f o m of the exercise of the right (in public and through the press)
would, in our opinion be incompetent to the legisiatures of the province... .
(Re Alberta Statutes, 1938: 134)"

n i e Honourable Roger E. Selhany The Origins of Righfs Toronto, Carsweii, 1986
Pp 6 -8.
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Ibid. p 7.

As cited in Michael MandeI, The Chorter of Rights and the Legalizuîion of Politics in
Canada. Toronto, Thompson Educationai Pubiishing, 1994, p. 12.

Jurisdictional issues and the role of the Supreme Court m deciding civil h'berty
cases wili be show to be major concem to those opposed to the development of a Bill of

Rights and to those who question the way m which the Charter of Rights and Freedoms is
implemented.

The second example involved two interrelated cases, the Quebec Padlock Act
developed out of a rnovement in the 1930's and 40's in Quebec to restrict the distri'bution
of communist literature. This Act is fùrther d e s c n i as an Act to Protect the Province

Against Communist Propaganda Under this Act, the Attorney General of Quebec could

have any building, suspected of king used for the promotion of communist propaganda,

padlocked for one year. A simiiar restriction was placed on the distriiution of iiterature
by the Jehovah's Witnesses. The Quebec City Council enacted a iaw which ostensibly was

airned at reducing Litter by requiring a permit to distribute information on the street. These
permits were made avaiiable to everyone except Jehovah's W~tnesses.~'In both these
cases, the Supreme Court acted again on an issue of c i d hirties and found this Act

and

several related municipal by-laws to exceed the constitutional jurisdiction of the British

North America Act. It is somewhat ironic tbat one of first indicators of fieedom of

religion was the granting of right for Cathoücs to hold office which was a signifiant event
for the predominantly Cathoiic Quebec.

'' This iiterature was considered to offensive to the Cathok Chur&
45-

These two examples regarding the M o m of the press and fieedom of religion
occurred at point in history when the inmerence of the majority aiiowed the lives of

, ~ was the begiruiing of
rninorities in Germany to be lost. According to ~ a l h a n ythis
public and political pressure to create the Canadian Bill of Rights. The two examples cited

above have clear implications for minority positions. Despite concems by the Canach

politicai elite that a Bill of Rights would interfere with legishtive supremacy, through the
use of the court system, the Bili came into effect in 1960."

The Preamble to the Bill of Rights afErms that the Parliament of Canada holds to
the principles of the supremacy of God, the dignity of menu, fiee institutions and respect

for moral and spiritual values and the d e of law." The Bill itself is divideci into sections
which iist the h i c rights of individuais as foiiows:
a) the right of the individual to We, liberty, the security of the person and the
enjoyment of property and the right not to be deprived thereof except by due
process of law;
b) the right of the individual to equaiity before the law and the protection of the
law;

*'Greene, p 14.
" This is perhaps not intentionally exclusive of the dignity of women but as wül be show n
later, the ability of women's groups to be heard during the debates on the Charter of
Rights and Freedoms was limited and considered unsatisfâctory.
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Revised Statutes of Canada 1985 Appendix ïII, An Act for the Recomition and
Protection of Human Riahts and Fundamental Freedom (Statutes of Caaada, 1960 C.
4-41.

c) fieedom of religion;
d) M o m of speech;
e) &dom of assembb, and
f) fieedom of association.

The second section deah with the application of the law. It includes the right to a
fâir trial, appropriate ternis for detention and npedom f?om cruel and musual punishment.

The third section compels the Minister of Justice to ensure that every regdation and

statute brought forward is consistent with the BU of Rights.'

Ahhough similar in wording

to the Charter of Rights and Freedorns, the Biü of Rights was not as binding as the

Charter would be. The Bill was an act of Parliament and therefore not entrenched in the

Constitution and may be amended by a majority decision. In addition, it was not binding
on the provinces. As such, the BU was considered by the courts to be a tool to interpret
the statutes rather than a guarantee of fieedoms. Bayard Reesor states: "There is some

awkwardness in determinhg the status of a Law which contravenes the Bili of Rights.
Because the Biii and any other Act of Parliament are of equal vaüdity, neither c m be
used to declare the other unc constitution al'."^

Scott's opinion of the Biil, in particular the use of courts to ensure concurrence,
was that it would not withstand îùture laws and that the court's ability to use it even as a

-

--

Ibid.

" Reesor,

p 122.

tool was Limited.u Further, Scott's recommndations for improvement considered several
options which ranged fiom a systern similar to the Amricans where certain nghts are

beyond the mach of the legislature, to having certain acts such as racial dirrirnioation
made a criminal offense. Scott's preference was to amend the B.N.A. Act itseif to çover

dl legislatures. This would have needed to be doue with fidl consent and participation of
the provinces. Scott was cautiousiy optimistic about the success of such an endeavor.

To some extent, Scott's desire to see an expanded, less Milnerable, bill of rights was
realized through the CaririRn Act of 1982 and the Charter of Rights and Freedoms.

The Canada Act 1982
It may be usefùl to consider this definition of "constitution" which applies equaiiy

to the B.N.A. Act and the Canada Act:

The constitution in a federal state fonns a master power M d fiom which ail
the governmental players get their authonty. Not oniy does it distriiute
legal power among legislatures, it also b i t s the exercise of these powers,
imposes obligations upon govemrnents, and declares and enforces through
the courts certain principles which thereafter bimd al1 the players."
Clearly the distniution of power was established and certain limitations were in
place. However, the B.N.A. Act (later to be renamed the Constitution Act 1867) was

incomplete. Should conflict arise between the provincial and federal goveRlLnents, it was

Scott pp 47 - 49.

'' Milne, p 42.

the Judicial Conmiittee of the Pnvy Council of Britain which provided the resolution. In
eEect, Britain, would be arbiter of provincia! and minority r i a s m canada. Further, the

constitution as d e s c n i m the B.N.A.Act did not contain an amendhg formula as it was
assumed that Canada would foiiow the constitution of the United Kingdom where

amenciments were achieved through acts of P a r k n t . The complication with this
assumption is that, unlike Briîain, Canada is a fderal state and as such bas the
jurisdictional issues of provincial responsibility to consider.

These issues are dealt with through the Canada Act (1982) which is an amendment
to, rather than a replacement ofl the B.N.A. Act. The Canada Act makes three changes:
fkst, it patriates the Constitution to Canada making recouse to Britain unnecessary and

converseIy fieeing Canada of obligation to Iaws created by the British Parliament after
1982; second, it entrenches the Charter of Rights and Freedoms; and, third it provides for

an amending fornuia.

The struggle to corne to an agreement of the amending formula was long and
difncult. The formula would seîtle the distniution of powers within Cana& and wodd

therefore define who would have constitutional authority in Canada As ali govemments
were participants in this struggle, certain elements of diversity such as cuiture, ecowrnics
and geography, were accentuated. (However, some groups such as women, First Nations

and, most likely, the working class were still not recognized.) Various formulae were

offered beginning in 1927 and continuing for the next n f S years. Elements of these
formuiae included the consent of the proMnces as weii as parliament; the consent of
provinces with at least fifty percent of the population, veto powers by certain proviaces
and individual provincial control over certain jurisdictional areas. With the exception of
Pierre Trudeau's 1980 plan, which allowed for change by referendum, the generai

population had no direct voice in the constitutional debate? Public involvement was
subsequently made avaiiable by public hearings held by a special Joint Councii of the
Senate and House of Commas fiom November 1980 to February 1981.9' Submissions

fiom various interest groups were made and the discussions were teievised. The luniteci
and bnef level of public participation at the citizen Ievel and role of the interest groups will

be referred to again, but it is important to specm here that two groups which had
profound concerns with the content and process of the Act and the Charter were women's
groups (outside of Quebec) and groups representing First ~ a t i o n s ? These same groups

are cited in the introduction to this paper as those with whom the govemment is currently
workmg to achieve increased equality.
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Arnending the Com~ifuîion
of Canada: A Discussion Paper, p 4.

" See for

example John Borrows bbContemporaryTraditional Equality: the Effect of the
Charter on First Nations Equaiity", Chnrting the Consequences: The Impocr of Chorter
Rights on Canadian Law and Politics, eds. David Scneiderman and Kate Sutheriand,
Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1997 pp i 09 168 and Christine Boyle, "Nome
Rule for Women: A Conarbution to the Feminist Analysis of Representation", Critical
P e r s ~ c t i v eon the Constitution, Socialisf Shrdies/Ehrdes Socialistes: A Canadian
Annual, No 2, ed Roben Martin, London, 1984, pp 131 148.
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On November 5, 198 1 niw provinces reached an agreement with the Prime

Minister on a patriation package. Quebec was the only province not in agreement. The
package would entrench the Charter and adopt an amending fomuùa previousiy proposed
by eight of the provincial premiers in April of 198 1.

The new patriation package was

dif5erent fiom the 1980 package and was not open to public discussion. The amending
fonnuia had changed and the Charter now contained a notwithstanding clause. It was
proclaimed in A p d 1982."

The Charter of Rights and Freedoms
If the constitutionai debates provided a poïnted reminder of the differences arnong

Canadians, the Charter acted as a unifjing force which emphasized the common elements
of living in a democratic state? It provided access by individuais to law reform by means
other than political representation. Saihany d e s c n i s the estabiishment of the Charter of
Rights and Freedoms this way:

The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms is not only unique in Canada's
constitutional h e w o r k , it is totally foreign to the Engiish concept of
constitutionai monarchy. No longer are Parliament and the provincial legislatwes
supreme within their own jurisdictional field....Section 52 of the Constitutional Act
admonishes Parliament and the provincial Iegislatures to recognize "The

''Amending the Constitution of Canada: A Discussion Paper,Ottawa, p 7 .
'' Greene, p 38, contends that the patriation, the Charter and the amending formula wodd
strengthen national identity and protect against încreased provincialism. However,
Greene also notes that few Canadians appeared concemed with patriation while many
were interested in the Charter.

Constitution of Canada is the s u p m law of Ca~ada".~'

Berger d e s c n i s it as a "legd garment" which shows a respect to the p s t but is

also addressed to fûîure generations."

In an introductory note, Sheila Copps (then

Minister of Canadian Herhge) States tbat the Charter is "...an af!kmtion that as
Canadians we cherish individual rights for ourselves and are determined to uphold the
rights of others.'"

Clearly the expectations of this Charter are hi@, but what exactly

does it cover?

The Charter is divided into seven categories
1) fundamental fi.eedoms
2) democratic rights
3) mobility rights
4) legal rights
5) equality rights
6) the use of officiai languages
7) access to education in either official language,

There are also sections on enforcement and on the application of the Charter.
Within the Charter there is also recognition that other rights may exist under other l a ~ s . ~ '

There is M e r recognition that it wouid take time to bring provincial procedures into

%

Berger, Introduction p xiv.

" Sheiia Copps in Your Guide to the Canadian Charter ofRights und Freedoms,
Hull, Minister of Public Works and Goveniment Services, 1997.
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Canada Act, 1982 ( U K ) Section 26.

concurrence with the Charter. A period of three years was granted after the section came
into force?

The Charter also contains a clause which is fiequently referred to as the

" n o t w i t h s t a n ~ciause". Within Section 33, Parliament and the provincial legislatures
are afforded the opportunity to create laws which contravene section 2 and sections 7 to
15 by declaring in an Act of Parliament or provincial legislature, as the case may be, their

intent to do so. The declaration is valid for five years d e r which the province may
reenact the declaration but only after public debate. Domestically, this section has
significant implications for individual rights. Although used rareiy, its presence within the
c h t e r may suggest the possibility of lack of universality of rights across the country.
What is a right provided for under the Charter in one province, for example the fieedom

andor equaiity for gays and lesbiaas, is not necessarily tme in another province100.

The Charter and the Bill of Riphts

There several key points of cornparison between these two documents. 'O1 It must
first be noted that the Charter does not repeal the Biii of Rights, it both recognizes the
Ibid. Section 32 para 2.

'"
'O1

Sexual orientation is not specificaliy descriid in section 15. The Supreme Court has,
on occasion, d e d that the Charter may cover sexual orientation. See Vriend vs
Alberta 119981 1 SCR 493.
Bruce Carson, Charter of Rights and Freedoms and the Bill of Rights: A Cornpurison,
Ottawa, Library of Parliament, Law and Govenunent Division, 1988.

exinence of the Bill of Rights and reproduces many of the provisions h m the BüL
However, two areas of divergence do occur in the entrenchment of the Charter and the
applications to levels of government. First, the Charter is part of the constitution and may
be changed only through an amendment to the constitution. Second, the Charter applies to
both federd and provincial ievels of govemment, whereas the Biu of Rights applied only
to the federal government.

Carson lists three m e r areas where provisions in the BU of Rights go fùrther
than the ~ h a r t e r ' they
~ , are: the duty of the Minister of Justice to review proposed
legislation and statutes with respect to compliance with the Bill; the Bill's requirement for
a fair hearing; and, the protection of property rights through a due process clause. On the
other hand, the Charter provides an expanded section on equality aad provides the right
for every citizen to vote in federal and provincial elections. The CO-existenceof both the

Bill and the Charter provides Canadians with a cornplex system of procedures to ensure

the prùtection of minority rights.

The Role of the Judiciarv

Again in cornparhg the Biil o f Rights and the Charter there is a significant shift in
the role of the judiciary. Prior to 1982, the Supreme Court could review federal and

provincial statues to determine ifthey were within the appropriate realm of jurisdictional

'O2

Ibid, p 9.

authority as d e s c n i in the Constitution Act, 1867. The Charter, as entrenched in the
Constitution Act, 1982, expaaded the role of courts for both levels of govemment. Tbe
respective federal and provincial courts were w w required to consider both existïng and
new laws in light of the constitutional protections set out in the Charter. Michael Mandel
descriis the perceived bene& of this system by quoting a government pamphlet issued

prior to the Charter's enactment:
Constitutionai entrenchment of a Charter of Rights and Freedoms lirnits
the power of both the federal and provincial govemments in fàvour of
rights of individual citkns. It gives people the power to appeal to the courts if
they feel their rights have been dkiuged or denied. The Charter does not tramfer
any power of authority fiom the provincial govemments to the federai goveniment
rather it transfers power to all Canadiaas. (Emphasis in 0rigmal)lo3
Mande1 goes on to suggest that Canadians, through their support for the Charter,
declared their preference for judges over poiiticians when it concerned their rights as
individuals. This preference was based on the assumed impartiality of the judiciary.

'"

The role of the judiciary raises two key questions; how accessible are the courts to
individuais (is it easier to see your MP or a judge?) and who is the W policy making
body in Canada? A third question may also be addressed by responding to the fïrst two;

given the Charter and the role of the judiciary, where does the state now stand with

'O3

'M

Mandel p 39.
Mandel's opinion is that the judiciary is anything but impartial and non-partisan,
ho wever it is the intended role of the judiciary which is king discussed at this point.

respect to individuai and collective

Summarv

This chapter began with two contrary views on the constitutional process in
Canada The cornmon eIement within these two opposing views is that Canada bas, since
1867, k e n negotiating, m one f o m or another, a way to recognïze the diversity of its

population and to provide appropriate representation wbiie maintaining a sense of
nationalism. The distriiution of power between the federal and provincial levels of
govemment through the B.N.A. Act, and later the Canada Act (1982), illustrates the

challenges fàced by a federal state in denning areas of jurisdiction. In much the same way,
the process which moved Canada fiom the Bill of Rights to the Charter of Rights and

Freedoms describes the changing role of the state in securing individual and collective
rights.

W e this chapter focused on the interna1 rnechanisms of the Canadian
govemment, with some mention of the pemnalities which shaped the mutries response
to human rights issues, the nexi chapter will discuss the expectations of the population in
general and the externai pressures fàced by the govemment.

'O'

While the question regarding an individuai's ab- to access the Supreme is a valid
one, it must also be wted that decisions by the Supreme Court set precedence for
groups.

The fist part of the thesis statement, outlined in îhe introduction, suggested tbat
the federd goveniment has lost its role as leader in the area of h u m rights and that
certain actMties on behalfof the state may be interpreted to mean that there is an effort to

regain Ieadership. This statement will be more fidly examined in this chapter. It wiU be
shown that this role has waxed and waned over the years since confederation. An

historical o v e ~ e w
will be provided which d y z e s Canada's a b o ito sign and
implement international human nghtts conventions on behalf of the country. A more

contemporary view of the leadership role will be discussed with respect to the
constitutional debates, both pre and p s t 1982. These two viewpoints represent national
and international perspective on human rights and demonstrate the internai and external

factors which have inauence on the way in which the state conducts itseK The impact of
globalization on aii nation-states will be discussed in order to pmvide theories regarding
the shift of power away fiom States and their consequences.

Canada's International Role

Canada's recognition as an international entity started with the independent (as

separate fiom the United Kuigdom) signing of the Treaty of Versailles in 1919. From
there, Canada gained intemationai prominence through its mernbership in the International

Labour Organization (ILO) and the League of Nations. '06 Aiong with this enhanced role
and the new level of responsibüity that Canada assumed came new areas of controversy.

Like other federal states, Canada was k e d with the dficuhy of signing treaties and

conventions which had implications beyond federai jurisdiction, essentially cornmitthg the
provinces to a course of action or to a code of conduct without their consent. This
controversy is bea descriid through the example of Canada's ability to rat@ labour
conventions, as labour falls within the provincial jurisdictioa'm

Two perspectives were

given on this matter. First, Section 132 of the B.N.A. Act alIows Iegislation by Canada,
as part of the British Empire, to be made on behalf of the federal and provincial

legislatures on treaties and conventions which were required to fulfill Canada's obligations

to foreign countries. A second perspective was more restrictive. An order-in-council
passed in 1920 required Canada to refer treaties and conventions to the appropriate

legiçlative authonty based on areas of jurisdiction. The Supreme Court reviewed both
approaches and ruied in fâvour of the second approach.

This second approach required federal-pro vincial cooperation to meet the

responsibilities of Canada while ensuring any treaties or conventions which had provincial
impiications would be implemented and enforceable. This system remained in place until

'"
'O7

Ailan Gottleib, "The Changing Canadian Attitude to the United Nations Role in
Protect h g and Developing Human Rights", Human Riehts. Federalisrn and Minorities
ed. Allan Gottleib, Lindsay, John Deyeil Limited, 1970, pp 16 - 53.

Ibid. pp 20 - 23.

1935 when, d e r o d y 4 of 44 IL0 conventions were successfidly ta-

the Bennett

govemment decided to revert to the £kst mterpretation of the B.N.A. Act. This too was
struck down by the Judicid Cornmittee of the Privy Council and again treaties which had

implications for provincial governments could be ratified oniy where suflbicient cooperation was in place between the two leveis of government. The attempt by the
Bemett govemment to centralize iegisiative powers was unsuccessfid.

As stated previously, the jurisdictional issues for Canada as a federai state had

ramifications for other countries as weii. There were many efforts by the IL0 and the
League of Nations to h d solutions on behalfof aii federal states. A 'Tederal state
clause" attached to particular conventions was suggested by several federal states which
would d o w ratification with limitations or reservations by those states. The limiteci

ratification would allow federal governments to implement and enforce those sections
which feu witbin their jurisdictions and to strongly encourage its application within other

jurisdictions. Thk clause fiequently did not meet with the approval of non-federal states
as they felt it weakened any convention to which it was attached. An example of a treaty

where the clause was aiiowed was the Convention on the Political Rights of Women.
Canada signed this treaty with the foliowing restriction, '?nasrnuch as under the Canadian
constitutional system legislativejurisdiction in respect of political rights is divided between
the provinces and the federal government, the Government of Canada is obliged, in

acceding to the convention to make a reservation in respect of nghts within the Iegislative

jurisdiction of the pr~vinces."'~

However, the reliance on the use of federal state clauses continued to affect
Canada's role with the United Nations and in particular with respect to the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights. Canada responded in two ways to this United Nations
Charter; whiie CanaAa was involved in developing many of the human rights treaties and

convention^,"'^ it abstained in the vote on the draft of the Universal Declaration in 1944
citing the jurisdictionai issues.

It must be noted at this point that there are other interpretations of Canada's
reason for abstention kJ.Hobbins suggests that many Canadians were cautious about
supporting the ~eclaration."~ Ahhough Canadians responded fàvourably to certain
human rights guarantees in the post WorId War II era (as noted in Cbapter Two of this

thesis), the inclusion of economic and social rights dong with political and civil rights was
considered by some to be problematic. Particular concern was raised by b t h the
Canadian business class and by the legal profession in this regard. Hobbins contends that

'O8

Ibid p 43.

'" JO hn Peters Humphrey, a Canadian, was the f
h
tdirector of the United Nations
Division of Hurnan Rights and wrote the initial draft of the Universal Declaration of
Human rights.

'

'O

A. J. Hobbins, "Eleanor Roosevelt, John Humphrey and Canadian Opposition to the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights", IntemationaI Journal Canadian, Institute of
International Af?kb,Vol LIU,No. 2 Spring, 1998 pp 325 - 342.

it was in fàct the Canadian Bar Association, perhaps under the influence of the Amencan

Bar Association, which ultimately prevented Canada fkom ope* supporthg the first
drafi."' However, Canada ultimately did vote for the Declaration in 1948 and was
comfortable in doing so because the Declatation was w t an enforceable treaty but a
natement of principles.' l2 Even so, Cana& stül made reference to the areas of the
declaration which applied to the provincial legislatures. '13

Canada did continue to play a prominent role in the development of xnany of the

United Nations Charter issues during the 1950's and 60's, despite the unresolved federal
state jurisdictionai debates."'

Canada's role d e r 1982 wili be considered later in this

chapter.

The Development of National Human Rinhts Mechanisms

The mood of Canadians during the United Nations discussions also affected the

"' Ibid. p 339.
'" Hobbins again provides an aiternate explanation by suggesting that Canada was more
comfortable signing the Declaration than it was abstaining dong with the Soviet Union
and South e c a .

' lwaIter S. Tarnopoislq, "Impact of UN Achievements on Canadian Laws", Human
Riehts. Federalism and Minorities, ed. AUan Gottleib, Lindsey, John Deyeii Limiteci,
1970, pp 60 - 64.

"'Nancy Gordon and Bernard Wood "'Canada and the Reshaping of the United Nations"
International Journal Canadian Institute of international Affairs, Vol. VXLII No 3,
Sumrner 1992, pp 479 - 503.
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federal government's ability to inaoduce its own Bill of Rights. Ivan L. Head d e s c n i
Ca~adiaosas feeiing seifrighteous and superior to the peoples of other countries with

respect to human iights and therefore w t in any need of outside critickm d e n in faa
Canada had quite a "disorderly human rights closet"."* Head furiher notes that during the

constitutional debates of 1968, two provincial premiers (unrramed by the author)
considered the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms to be, in turn, unnecessary for a
country as advanced as Canada, and inconsistent with the parliamentary system?

The mood of the population and the positions of the provinces during the
constitution debates will be discussed next in the context of the federal role in human
rights leadership.

As has been mentioned previously, the patriation of the constitution and the

entrenchment of the Charter of Human Rights were attempts, in part, by the federal

govemment to promote nationalism and therefore unity. Alain-G. Gagnon and Guy
Laforest quote Pierre Trudeau in reference to the Meech Lake Accord as saying:
And once again, it means an even greater tendency, an even greater
weight on the side of provincialism, at the expense of a federal institution
or legislation which, up until now, has given Canadians a feeling of
belonging to one Canada. In the same way, the Canadian Charter of Rights
and Freedoms was important to Canadian unity, as were the patnation of
Il5

Il6

Ivan L. Head, "Regionai Developments Respecthg Human Rights: The Implications for
Canada" in, Gottlieb, p 241.

Ibid. p 237 - 238.

the Constitution and the w w Canadian flag. Ail of those thmgs are
important in the sense tbat they help Caaadians to realize that they
share with d other Canadians, throughout the country, the same set of
h.ndamentalvalues-"'
Indeed, Gagnon and Laforest go on to d e m i the Charter as "promoting a
political culture of constitutional minontarianimi".'" As suc4 it offers groups such as
abriginal peoples, feminist organizations and mdticuiturai groups a sense of aiiegiance to

institutions which protect their right~.''~The authors do note that this sense of belonging
bas not yet extended to Quebec.

In other parts of Canada the Constitution debates and the Task Force on National
Unity produced slightly different opinions. in his article b6TucILingA BLind Eye", David

Thomas discusses the many constitutional abeyances which exkt within our

constit~tion.'~~
The presence of abeyances which are areas of ambiguity, is wt unusual in

'" Alain-G. Ganon and Guy Laforest, "Federaiism: Lessons nom Canada and Quebec",
International Journal Canadian Institute of International M b i r s , Vol XLVIlI, No. 3
Summer 1993.p 477.
'18

Ibid. p 478.

' l9 This point is debatable as both aborigioal groups and women's groups feh paxticuiarly
excluded fiom the Meech Lake discussions. It is also interesting to note that The
National Action Cornmittee on the Staîus of Women (NAC) initialiy was done in its
opposition to the Charlottetown Accord despite tremendous pressure fiom both inside
and outside the goveniment. This stance is illustrative of two points: ikst, the Third
Sector is not a homogeneous group; and second, that even witbin social movements, in
this case the feminist movement, there may be disagreement on approaches to working
with the stûte. The latter point wiii be dealt with more M y later in the thesis.
"O

David Thomas, "Turning a B h d Eye: Constitutionai Abeyances and the Caaadiao
Experience", International JownaZ ofcanadian Studies, special issue on The Charter,

a constitutional document. However, Canadians have a tendency to want to expose tbese
abeyances and by doing so empbasize our differences as a population raîher than oui

simiianties. Thomas cites Peter Russeil who concludes that :''Caoadiaos have not yet
constituted themselves as a sovereign people. So deep are their current differences on
fundamental questions of political justice and collective identÏty that Canadians may now
be incapable of acting together as a sovereign people"."'

It is questionable whether the unilateral paîriation of the Constitution without fÙii

agreement by the provinces on the amending formufa can be considered a positive
indication of leadership. The fàilure of the Meech Lake and Charlottetown Accords
emphasize the on-going struggle Canadians bave in settling the contradictions of
dserence blindness and difference valorization Apparently the culture of

"Minontarianism" was not nifficient to produce the level of unity and degiance required
for a successfid conclusion to the constitutional debate.

-

Federalism and the Constitution, Vol 7-8, Spring-Fd 1993, pp 63 - 80.
12'

Ibid. p 65.
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Canada and the Effects of Globalization

To this point the role of the state bas been discussed with respect to jurisdictiond
issues between the federal govemment, the provinces and international governing bodies.
The next section of this chapter will consider the impact of globalhion on the role of the
state in promoting and protecting hunÿui rights both domestically and hternatiodyTwo aspects of the possible impacts wi.ü be presented; first, Daryl Copeland suggests that
multilateral econornic interests have a tremendous influence over democracy kif which
will have the resulting effect of creating virtuai states and expanding populations of

marginalized i~dividuals.'~Second, Peter W.B. Phillips provides additionai examples of
ways in which globalization affects Canada's role as a state through an examination of the

expectations Canadians have of their governments and through an analysis of the
movernent of power.lu

Acco rding to Copeland, globalization is possible for the following reasons: the

greater interdependence and technological capacity, incressed mo bility of most factors of
production (the exception king labour), higher ievels of market integration and

liberalization, deregdation, privatization and a reduced role for govemment- It is the hst

'"
"-'

Daryl Copeland, "Globalization, Enterprise and Govemance: What Does A changing
World Mean for Canada", International Journal, Canadian Mitute of International
Affairs, Vol LEI, No 1, Wmter 1997-98, pp 17 - 37.
Peter W. B. Phiüips, "Po wer and the Federal State in Canada: 1s it Being Holiowed
Out'?", International Journal, Canadian Institute of International e s , Vol Lm,No
1, Winter 1997-98, pp 57 -72.

point which is of particuiar conceni to this p a p a Copeland makes several obsemtions
regarding the role of the state. First, Copeiand States that ''Maximum efficiency in a global

economy requires an unprecedented degree of policy uniformity, which in tum involves a
substantial surrender of national decision making c o n t r ~ l "The
~ ~surrender
~
of control is

achieved through the realization tbat neither parliament nor trade unions are capable of
withstandinp pressures such as a potential nin on their currency or the threat of relocation

of industries. According to Copeiand, Canada's response to this global pressure has been
to re-invent itseif which he descn'bes this way, "Except for Foreign A f E h and Fuiance,
and a few other core policy areas, the apparatus of the state has been stripped, public

services have been repackaged as business oppominities and corporatized, privatized or

..

sirnply vacated, and large swaths of regdatory administration and programme delivery
capacity have been dismantled or sold off."125

The move to a stronger business cliniate within the state, dong with the

decenaaikation of powers to the provinces, has many implication for marginalized
groups. Democracy and human security require both social justice and economic weii
being. The loss of control of economic decision making within a state would therefore

jeopardk part of this equation. More specifically, Copeland notes that the shiA of
responsibihty for social programmes to the province, which already has jurisdiction over

"'Copeland, p 26.
'21

Ibid. F 27.

labour, provides the international community the opportunity to challenge those
programmes as subsidies and therefore potentially in vioiation of certain trade agreements.
The defense of these programmes becornes the responsibility of the provinces. This point

confirxns the downward flow of r e s p o n s h i i for certain human rights issues to the
provinces. The author is not optimistic about the provincial goveniments' abilities to
defend their programmes or to negotiate individual treaties which contain acceptable levels

of human nghts protectionlz6

Copeland a h notes the upward trend of responsibility to international
organizations. However, in the era of globalization those organizations are more Likely to

be the World Trade Organization (WTO)or the Asian Pacific Economic Council (APEC)
than the United Nations or the ILO.

The movement of the locus of control for human rights issues is also explored in
Peter Phillips article, albeit somewhat more optimistidy. This article provides some of

the strongest arguernents in support of the thesis statement regardhg the loss of
leadership by the state for human rights issues. P W p s provides a simple meamrenient for
loss of leadership, as weU as a description of s e v e d ways in which loss may occur. Las

This concept creates a certain irony when compared to the issues raised in the k s t part
of this chapter. The federal govemment's abiiity to sign and edorce international
treaties is limited by its jurisdiction whereas in this scenario the proMnces are equaily
disadvantaged ifthey must act independently of either the federai govemment or other
provinces.
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of leadership by the state m y be measured by comparing the expectatioas of Canadians
with the govemment's actions and reasons for their actions.'*' ImpLied by this definition
are the questions of whether or w t the govenunent is capable of meeting the expectations

and ifnot, is it due to a lack of power or a faiiure of will? The dii5erence between these
two scenarios is one of choice.

In the Chapter Four, the development of formal linkages

between the federal government and the third sector will be discussed and this issue of

choice is signifiant.

Phillips cites a 1996 Maciean's magazine poli which suggests that Canadians
wo uld

like increased action in areas of job creation, health and social progr-,

education, the environment and economic and cultural envir~nment'~'.The findings of
this poil are reinforaxi by a simüar poii conducted by Ekos Research Associates which

asked Canadians to rank the values they wodd like the federai government to follow. The
top ten values cited in the Ekos s w e y results included a healthy population, c l a n

environment and equality for ail reg ion^.^*^ These values or areas where action is desired
correspond to some of the basic tenets of human rights as presented in Chapter One. The
right to eq-

of participation and the right to ecowmic secunty are two of these

expectations.

Ibid p 60.

'"

Social Policy", Border Crossings. G. Bruce Doem,
Lesiie A. Pal and Bria. W. Tomlin, eds., Toronto, Oxford University Press, 1996, p 39.

As cited, Keith G. Banting,

"

Many of these areas are either the sole responsibüity of the provinces, education
for example, or at most are shared jurisdictiona1 responsbiies such as health. Phiilips
does not indicate in his article the rationale for what appears to

be the request for greater

intervention on behaif of the federal government in this areas, but he does note tbat
curent federal initiatives Mi short of the expectations. Several possible explanations
which may be considered include a lack of understand@ by the public of the separate
roles each jurisdiction has with respect to these concems or, conversely, the public may be

quite aware of the distinctions and have indicated a preference for increased involvement
by the federal government.

The gap between expectations and action is examiued by Phiiiïps through an

analysis of the movement of power. There are four directions in which power rnay move,
they are: 1) sideways to other states or the market place; 2) dowuward to regions or chies;

3) upwards to international govetnance or structures; and, 4) nowhere. Taking these one

at a tirne, Phiiiips provides examples specinc to the ro le of the Canadian government. The
sideways movement of power to other states and the market refers to Canada's reliance on
the United States as a huge market for Canadian goods and services resulting in possible

influence by the United States on Canadian trade policy. Other influences on Canadian
poiicy may result fkom extensive foreign investment in Canada and fiom foreign owwrship

of i n d m witbin Canada. According to Philips, the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) exacerbates these two issues. The balance of Canada's naturd

resources and relative wealth with our dependence on international traàe and investment
leaves Canada vulnerable.

The second movement of power downwards has been discussed previously within
this paper in the sections descriiing the B.N.A. Act. Phillips notes the jurisdictional issues

which arose fiom the Act but also adds several issues which reflect the increased actMty

of provinces in collecting corporate taxes and the subsequent diminished abdity of the
federai govemment to exert financial pressures on provinces through the approvai or
deniai of certain gant monies. Phiiiips also uses this section to introduce the role of
commuNty groups (Non government organktions or NGOs) and other levels of

govenunent such as First Nations. He sees these new players as taking power fiom al1
Ievels of govemment.

As stated previously, Canada has been instrumental in the devebpment of many

international organhtions (League of Nations, United Nations etc.) however Canada's

role has k e n that of a rniddle power. Canada has also played a role in the development of
the International Monetary Fund and the international Bank for Reconstruction and

Development (the World Bank), ahhough once again Canada is seen as a middle power. Ln
the area of international economics, Canada has concentrated its efforts on the

development of the General Agreement on Trades and Tari& (GATT) and on-going
participation in the Organization for Economic Cosperation and Development. Phiiiips'

view is that Cauada, Like other rniddie powers, is dependent upon both GATT and the

OECD for its economic security and therefore has lost some its power to international

organkations.

Finaily, Philips' fourth direction for the movement of power, to nowhere, is
exemplified in Canada in several ways. First, Phillips cites the Charter of Rtghts and
Freedoms which in theory is intended to provide individuais with increased protection and
increased access to challenge human rights issues. This is seen as a shift of power fiom the

federal g o v e m n t to the court systems and the i n d i ~ i d u a lHowever,
'~
court challenges
are not without cost and therefore not equally available to ail individuals. P W p s

concludes that ifthe power has shified but caunot be exercised then it does not exist.13'
"O

The role of the Supreme Court in determining human nghts issues is currently receiving
extensive media coverage. There are several issues king discussed; the blurring of the
role of the Supreme Court regard* the development of social and economic policy
particularly when it crosses into provincial jurisdiction; the way in which Supreme
Court judges are appointed (without provincial consultation); and, the potential impact
of individual biases among the members of the Supreme Court. See for example:
Jeftiey Simpson, "What are we Chopped LiverT'The Globe and Mail, October 22,
1999; John Ibbitson and Steven Cbase "Ontario joins Alberta: Reign in top court" The
Globe and Mail, October 25, 1999; The Notional Pos? editorial Supreme Bies October
25, 1999. For a brief discussion of the bias issue see Ian Greene "The Courts and
Public Policy" Governing Canada Michael M.Atkinson ,ed. Toronto Harcourt, Brace
and Company, 1993, pp 198 200.

-

13'

In a recent decision, New Bmnnvick (Minister of Health and Cornmuni@Services) v.
G. (J) (September 10, 1999), found that lack of legal representation violated S. 7 of the
Charter of Rights and Freedoms. In this case, a mother on social assistance applied for
Legal aid in order to challenge an application by the Ministry to extend a custody order.
Legal Aid was denied. The Supreme Court ruled that Section 7 of the Charter protects
the right to security of the person, both the physical and psychological aspects. The
potential removal of a chiid by the state constitutes interference in the psychological

The second example Phülips cites is the restrictions imposed by the many trade agreements
that Canada has entered into. These restrictions are both domestic and international.

Certain conditions for NAFTA are there not at the request of the United States but to
appease the provinces. The balancing act of meeting the requirernents of other States and
other intenial jurisdictions at the same time presumably produces the effect of power being
'howhere" with respect to the needs of the federal government, although some may
suggest that is in fàct the role of the federal government. At the time the article was

m e n , discussions were undeway with the OECD on the Muhilaterai Agreement on

Investment (MAI), P W p s predicted thaî, ifthe MAI were passed, it would result in an
even greater Ioss of control over foreign ownership of Canadian industry. Finally, Phillips

cites the deficit as restricting the federal government's abiüty to implement new
programmes regardless of the role definitions.

The last examples within the "nowhere" category are Iess cIear than the others
which PhiUips presented but they do provide the b i s for Phillips' optimism regarding the
role of the state. Philiips concedes that there is Ioss of power within the state but it is not

d permanent. Changes within the economic conditions nationaüy and intemationally
could have a positive impact for the state. At the same tirne, the state can be more
proactive by taking steps to reduce the deficit and thereby increase economic advantage

integrity of the person and therefore Iegal representation should be made available. It
should be noted here that the provision of legal aid seMces is a provincial
responsibility.

for use in negotiation with the provinces. Phillips aiso sees the accountability of
governments as one characteristic not shared by other centres of p w e r and this aiiows for
the potential of greater control by the nation-state. However, this last point is viable oniy
with the active participation of the voters in valuing accountability. The accountabiiity of

non-state actoe and the role of the public will be d i s c d more fidiy in chapter four.

Support for many of PhiUips' arguments is found in an article by Terry Morley
entitled "Deconstmcting the Canadian State".'32 In tbis article Morely cites several
challenges fàcing Canada as a nation-state. First and foremost are the jurisdicctionai issues

which dictate the division of powers between the federai and provincial governments.
Morley contends that Canada is a national built on the principle of d i i i o n and this
prïnciple defines Canada

'"

Further, Morely States tbat the Caoadian economy is an

"artifkial constnict" made up of competing regional economic interests. At the same
time. Canada has developed and implemented social programmes as a way of unithg the
country, but these same programmes are oflen at risk of king withdrawn as a result of

economic pressures such as debt and deficit reduction.

The passing of the Free Trade Agreement and the North American Free Trade
132

'"

Terry Morley, "Deconstmcting the Canadian State", American Review of C a ~ d i a n
Studies, Vol 26, No. 2 Summer 1996, pp 245 - 259. (Thisarticle has been downloaded
fkom the htemet, currently page numbers refer to estimated piacement in the original
article).

Ibid. p 245.

Agreement dong with the tremendous cuiturai impact of the United States are, accordmg
to Morley, leadhg to th point where Canada will be absorbed by the Untied States. This
concern has raised awareness and discussion of the sovereignty of the Canadian state.

The

division of powers between the federal and provincial governments, the lack of s t a b i i of
the unifying elements of fderal programrning and the role of the Supreme Court a h have

a significant impact on sovereignîy. Morely States:

So no one, no institution, no combination of institutions is absolute. In view of
this, we might say, dong with the Amenans, that the people are sovereign. But
that phrase has no practical impact, for the will of the people is necessarily
expressed through a multitude of institutions m conflict with one another. We say
that the total legal order is sovereign, but the legai order can have no WU So
what can it mean to say that Canada is a sovereign state ifwe c m aot locate that
sovereignty in an individual nor in an instit~tion?'~
The reference to the lack of locus for sovereignty is consistent with Phillips'
assertion that power can move in a number of directions and that this h p e n t a t i o n leaves
little recourse for the individual to affect cbange. Phillips question4 whether the state's

perceived inability to meet the expectations of Canadians was a lack of power or a lack of
will. Morely's answer is that it is a lack of power brought about by an ever increashg
move to decentrakation. It is predicted in Morley's conclusion, that political

nationalism in Quebec wiii ultimately prevail and Quebec will separate. In addition, an

emerging western economic nationalism may result in the separation of British Columbia
6om Canada- Given this prediction, it may be d e to speçulate tbat the loss of state

---

'Y Ibid.

p 250.

power would be signiscant ifnot mmplete. Uader these circumstances, rniaorÎty groups

within these new states may find that one or more avenues of redress no longer avaiIable.

In con-

to Morely's prediction is a recent empiricai study which indicates that

over the past five years Canadians' sense of identity and national attachment has increased

whiie provincial and regional attacbments have decreased."' The authors of this shidy
were examining the hypothesis that "national attachment is weakening under the pressures
of devolution, federal dimunifion and globaihtion. 1s Canada an anachronism unravehg

under the combination of regionalist fiiustrations arising fiom its historicai roots and the
contemporary pressures of gl~balization?"'~~Also included in this article are reiated
studies canied out by Ekos Research Associates on Caaadian attitudes towards the role of
the state.13'

Briefly stated, the concept of attachment was rated using a seven point scale which
asked Canadians to iden@ their seme of belonging to family, Canada, their community,

'35

Frank L. Graves, Tim Dugas and Patrick Beauchamp. "Identity and nationai
Attachent in Contemporary Canada" in Canada: the Sfafeof the Federation 1998-99
Harvey Lazar and Tom McIntosh, eds., Institute of Interaovernmentd Relations, VOL
13, forthcoming.
(Again, this article bas been downloaded fkom the Ekos Research Associates website
and therefore page nwnbers may be dinerent fiom the text once it is published).

'36

Ibid. p. 1.
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These may be found in Rethinking Government, a series of surveys conducteci and
analyzed by Ekos Research Associates, 1994.

their province and their ethnic p u p . Faudy attachment ranked first with 95% tesponse
foliowed by Canada (8 1%), Community (74%) Province (7 1%) and Ethnic group (55%).
There were regional variations with Quebec having the lowest razking for Canada."'
Over a five year period this research also indicates that the sense of belonging <O one's

province declined fiom 77% in February 1994 to 70% in March of 1998.

It is important to note that the authors stress the relationslip between the factors

of identity and national attachment and the values and culture of Caoadians as opposed to
our economic status. They conclude: "Attachrnent to Canada is inversely related to
economic security. The most economically secure have the highest level of attachent to
Canada and the economidiy insecure have lower levels of attachment to Canada".'39
Further, those ma codortable with technology and those most confident of thei.skib

in a glokked world are l e s likely to have a strong national identity. These
characteristics are found most cornmonly among youth and this point maices a clear

comection with Morley's prediction of movement toward economic nationalism.
Essentiaiiy, Morley is indicating the fbture direction of Canada, as defined by the attitudes

of today's youth, leam more towards Canada as part of a globalized economy and as a
state having value only in its abüity to provide access to

Ibid. p 5 fig 2.1.

'" Ibid. p 17.

this economy.

As mentiod previousiy, the Graves et ai study also examines the perceived role

of the state. Not surprisingiy, there is a correlation between the level of attachment to

Canada and the perceived role of the state. The higher the level ofattachment, the rnore
positive the respoase to the measurements definhg the role of the state. Ekos used four
key statements to measure the expectations of Canadians regarding the role of the state.

They include: the need for a strong federal goverament to provide s h e d goals and values
for a diverse population; the importance of national standards for in areas such as

medicare; the positive role of the govemment in an individual's He; and the level of
contact with the federal govemment withlli a specific tirneliame.'" The results indicate
that the strongest linkages are those which relate to national unity and standards These
may a h be descnid as the culture and values ofCanadians. According to the
re searchers, these indicators of attachent, national identity and role expectations

contradict the popular notion of an imminent demise of Canada as a nation state. The
general public is less inclined to shifi afjïliation to a more global community. On the Other
hand, there is evidence whhh this study which @lies a gap between the general public
and the elite and youth. ï h e elite (defined here as members of the business comrnunity)

and yo ut h (those technologically more advanced and l e s ecow micaliy secure) are those
who are least likely to see the need for on-going state identification and support.

Under these circumstances, the author suggests that the role of the state in the

"O

ibid. pp 16 -17.

future depends upon its ab*

to provide a new vision of Canada and to speak to t
k

cultural as well as economic insecurÎty of Caoadians in the fàce of gbbaüzation. The state
will need to find the balance between these two, possibly conflicting, realities. As has

been shown, the ability to create this new vision may not test with the state alone but, may

require a consensus among the provinces. Achieving this bahnce may a b require the
support of other partners as will be discussed in Chapter Four. The addition of new

partners has the potential to broaden human rights activities by aiiowing greater
participation of the public in reaiizing a new vision but the addition of new partners does
not necessarily alleviate the tension between diversity and homogeneity.

Summary

The evidence presented in this chapter provides, on balance, support for the thesis
statement that Canada, as a nation-state, has had dificuity in defining and maintaining its

role as the leader in human rights issues. From the impact of the B.N.A. Act dornesticdy
and in~emationallyon human rights legislation tu the effect of globalization and

multilateral trade agreements, Canada has at various times been both a leader and a
foilower in the area of human rights. This is a position which is not entirely unique to
Canada. Daryl Copeland suggests that the current trend wül ultimately lead to the
dissolution of the nation-state. Wahout d e n a this possibiiity, Pbillips, Morley and
Graves et al provide direction which may result in a stronger leadership role for the state

in areas which have been defined by the Canach popuiatioa Phütips has defined where

the power has gone and both he and Morley have descri'bed the process and the redts.
But Phillips and Graves et al have also provideci, through the identification of the gap

which exists between the current d e of the state and the expectations of the population,
some potential actions by tbe state which may reStore power to the state.

The bridging ofthis gap wiii bring into focus renewed discussions of democratic
society. If the state has not been representing the divene aeeds of the population, who
bas? It has been suggested in the thesis statement that those involvecl in the social

economy movement have, in the absence of strong state leadership. taken up the causes of
human rights and democratic debate. The nea chapter will consider how the state and
social economy movemem could work together and wbat benefits may be derived fiom

such a coalition

Cbapter Four

The State and the Third Sector

This thesis begm with an overview of the construction of a state and a discussion
of the tenets of democracy, the development of human rights and the refinuin of the
definition of human rights and it then went on to apply this information to an anaiysis of
the development of Canada as a country. Throughout this thesis, in one f o m or another,

there have k e n references to the third sector and many of its components and how these
components fùrthered the development of democratic society."' From the Leveiiers brief

sociai movement to broaden the voting fhchise to presentations by special interest
groups to the MaçDonald Commission, the rise of social movements bas k e n constant.
So too has the increase in govenunental and non-govenimentai mechrinisms to respond to
these movements.

Different theories have suggested that social movements are a requirement of

liberal democracies and others suggest that they are a result. The distinction is the

"'

Although definitions Vary, for the purposes of this paper 'third sector" will refer to the
grouping of non-govenimental organizitions (NGOs), interest groups and social
movements. It is understood that at times these groups are mutually exclusive with
some theorists such as Warren Magnusson suggesting that social movement
organizations (interest groups or NGOs) may in fact be detrimentai to a social
mo vement- see 'Social Movetnents and the State: Presentation and Reprcsentation", in
A Diflerenr Kind of State: Popular Power and Democmtic Administration Gregory
Albo,David Langille and Leo Panitch eds., Toronto, Oxford University Press, 1993 p
123.

position the social m v e m n t s have, as responsive to the state or in opposition to the
state: between those movemnts which advocate social chaage through expansion of the
state to include previously unheard voices and those movements who wish to
fùndamentally alter the state system A third position is one which sees movements work
with the state where there is forum for change and take action outside the state where this
is not possible. The iatter point refers to the already discussed limitation of state powers
to concerns witbin its borders and more evidence will be given in this chapter to support
the theories of "decentering" or the 'tvithering away of the state" as it relates to the rise

of the third sector and the loss of state power.

"'

This chapter will review some of the relevant iiterature available on the rise of the
third sector, its relationship to power, human rights and the state. in particular, the

relationship between social movements and iiiral democracies will be expbred. A
discussion of the third sector in Canada will place the theoretical concepts within a
fkmework which wili begin to answer the question of impact and benefit to Canadians
that a collaboration between the state and the third sector may have domesticdy and

internationaliy.

'

Warren Magnusson, "Decentering the State or, Looking for PoiÏtics" and C o h
Mooers and Alan Sears "The 'New Social Movements' and the Withering Away of
State Theory" in Organizing Dissent: Contemporas, Social Movements in Theory and
Practice, W
i K. Carroll ed., Toronto, Ganunond Press, pp 69 - 80 and pp 52 - 68,
1992.

The Rise of the Third Sector
Contemporary anaiysis of the rise of the thad sector as a potential change agent
usually cites the early seventies as the beginning of a new era for social movements.

'"

Not coincidentally, as will be shown, the rapid growth of globaIization is tied to this same
time period as is the increase in l i b e r a h Indeed, several theorists have suggested that
the rise of third sector groups and the reduced role of the state in human rights activities is
the naturai consequence of h

i democracies. In a recent work, Man: Plattner States:

The iast two decades, however, have seen a rematkable revival of
iikralism. Market economics have corne back into vogue. State owned
industries are being privatized, and welfare benefits trimmed....Right-ofcentre and explicitly promarket parties govemed the leading denxicracies
during the 1980's. Left-of-centre parties, rnany of which bave retunieed to
power in the1 990's, have large& abandoneci statist economics and have
rediscovered the vimies of markets and entrepreneu~ship.'~
Plattner goes on to argue that the concept of pop& representation and equal
inclusion in choosing govemments has increased but, on the other hand, goveniments have

not made any effort to be more responsive to the electorate. In fact, Plattner claims that
the opposite is true, governments are moviog toward increased use of the judiciary and

independent agencies for policy setting and decision making. Both of these systerns are
further removed from the population and not accountable to the voters. Other agencies

"'It is not the intention of this paper to provide a comprehensive review of this anaiysis
nor to distinguish among the dinerent theories ("New Social Movement" vs "Resource
Mobilization Theory" for example) but to use aspects of several approacbes in order to
examine the thesis topic.

'" Marc F. Plattner, 'Rom Li'beralism to Likral Democracy", Journal ofDemocrucy,
10.3, 1999, p 130.

which Plattner cite as "non-rrsponsive"(that is, wt daectly accountable to the public)
include centrai banks, human rights commissions, and ombudsmen The existence of these
bodies is viewed by Plattner as a sign that, beyond electing a set of representatives, the
public has less influence on govemmnt policies than in previous years.

The use of agenck of this kind, particuiarly connmitional courts, is weil
supporteci by opinion ph. According to Plattner, this indicates both a suspicion on the
part of the public as to the ability of their elected representatives to act in a fàir and

impartial way and it "...reflects a triumph of Liberai ways of thinking. A sense that W i n g
the excesses of govemment and protectkg individual rights are (sic) of p a t e r concem

than translating immediate pop& sentiment into public p~licy.""~
The implication here
is that a trade off is required and that the potentiai biases which may cause poiiticians to be

less than non-partisan do not exist in other institutions which are less accountable to the
public.'* It may be assume& however unlikely, that while these other institutions are
beyond the direct influence of the citizens, they remain within the state and therefore a
newly ekcted government may reverse the trend for their use. This position WUhave

some bearing on portions of the third sector which are, either through mandate or fùnding,
reliant upon the goveniment for their existence. It also makes clearer the occasional need

'41
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Ibid. p 132.
There is a anse of contradiction in Platiner's theory. If the public is wary of political
irnpartiality then a move by the government to use other more neutrd mechanisms
should be seen as a responsive one to the voters.

to ciifferenthte between components of the third sector.

The issue of responsiveness becomes clearer when institutions are outside the
control of the state. In an article on the impunity of non-state actors, Chris lochnickl"
presents a new approach to human rights which addresses the shiffing role of the state and
the innuence on human rights by corporations, financiai institutions and third state actors

(defïned here to mean any other actor than the one in question). Jochnick's adysis is
based on the economic impact of globalization and the entrenchment of poverty wbich is a

more specific discussion than is required for this thesis. It does, however, focus on the
need to shift the view that human rights are state centered and change is ody possible
through traditionai methods of popular representation, Jochnick States: 'Wo-ii'berai
refomis have gradually whittled away at state authority over econornic and social spheres.

Human w e k e and the environment have been increasingly left to the vagaries of the
markets, with goveniments playing almost a secondary role in trying to ensure basic levels
of welfàre for their population^."'^^ Funher, Jochnick suggests that not ody is the focus

on the state useless in bringing about change, it actudy sbields others who should be held
accountable.149

'"

ChnS JochniCk, "Co&onthg the Impunity of Non-State Actors: New Fields for the
Promotion of Human Rights", H . n Righls Quarterly, 21 -1, 1999 p 56 - 79.

"'Ibid. p 64.
ld9

Mooers and Sears cite Hall who claims that in k t it is capitalism ami not socialism that
is responsible for the withering away of the state p. 6 1.

In essence, Jochaick picks up where Plattner lefi O& Pkttner appean willnig to

accept that in a Lira1 economy direct influence on public policy is lost to the dfor
increased mec-

which are deemed to be more impartiai. Jochnick, on the 0 t h

hand, sees that tbis not only reduces accountability by t
k state, it prevents others h m
king held accountable. The way in which state and non-state actors are influenced or
held accountable will be shown to be the role of social movernents or the third sector.

However, prior to Ieaving this discussion it must be reiterated that the "triumph of Ii'beral
ways of thinkinp"( lessening the role of the state) does not release a hkral democracy

fiom its responsibilities in the area of human rights. On the contmy, Donneily contends
that democracy and human rights, dong with development, are interdependent and

mutuaily reinfor~iug."~Donneily goes on to say that "Liberal democracy is a very specific

kind of government in which the m o d y and poiiticdy prior rights of the citizen and the

requirement of the rule of law limit the range of democratic decision making. Democracy
and human rights are not merely compatible but are mutually reinforcing in contemporary
liberal democracy...."'" Therefore it would foiiow that the state, wishing to rernain a

hiberal democracy, wodd pursue human rights by recognizing its own limitations and the

potentiai of other institutions (the third sector) to support this a h This is of course
based on two assumptions: that the third sector is single entity with one purpose; and that
the preferred outcome is an enhanced iiiral democracy. The next section will outline the
Jack Donneiiy, '?iuman Rights, Democracy and Development", Humun Righrs
Quarterly, 2 1.3 , 1999 pp 608 - 632.

"' Ibid. pp 620 - 621.

connection between human rights a d social movements, a signiscant coniponent of the

third sector.

Human Ri&ts and Social Movements

In previous chapters of this thesis the connection between human rights and the
state has been discussed fiom several viewpoints. The role of the state in relation to the
third sector is a focus of this chapter, but in order to make this c o m t i o n it is necessary
to

ensure that an understanding of the role of sochi movements (as noted above, "social

movements" will be discussed as a component of " third sector") and human nghts is
clear. Neii Stammers provides a cornprehensive amiysis of the interaction of social
movements, human rights and p~wer.''~

The inclusion of the element of power is integral to this discussion as it recognizes
power which exists in weU known and understood institutions such as the state and

political parties, and in less weii lcnown contexts such as those descnid by Starnrners as a

'"

blend of the theories of Foucauh and ~ u k e .

S t a m m r s surnmarizcs his synthesis of the

two theorists as foilows: "... we need to see power held, developed and exercised by

individual and collective social actors, but also recognize that it d e s t s itself structuraiiy

Is2
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Neil Stammers, "Social Movement and the Social Construction of Human Rights",
Human Rights Quarterly, 2 1.4, 1999, pp 980 1OO8.

-

i d . pp 982 -3.

-

through the patternhg of social systems regardles of conrioumss or intentn.'Y The
existence of power outside the state or government and the ability of that power to
influence human rights provides another venue for groups and individuais
to seek change and to make others accountable for rights. 15"

Social movements, accurding to Starnmers, play two roles with respect to human
nghts and power: first, social movements have an insrnimental focus which makes
politicai, social and economic deniands of traditional sites of power; a d second, social
movements work at the Ievel of sochi relations, changing values and Iegitimizing
identities. Given this understanding, h'be-

itself is a social movement. Stamrners

states "...increasingly, at lest since the beginning of the Enlightemnent period, social
rnovements have demonstrated a capacity to, as Melucci put it'[make] power visible'
utilizing rights c

b to ctiallenge such relations of power both instnimentdy and

e ~ ~ r e s s i v e l y . "By
~ ~doing
~ so, more opportunhies are exposed for social acton to create
change at political and economic level and to legitimate and bring value to alternative
groups.

lY

Ibid. p 983.

Is5

The concept of power was discussed in Chapter Three, specincally through Phillip's
analysis of the rnovement of power in four directions: 1) sideways to Other states or the
market place; 2) downward to regions or cities; 3) upwards to international
governments or structures; and 4) nowhere. Phiilips suggests that if power can not be
exercised it does not ex&. Similatly then if power can not be identifid then action can
no t take place.

'" Ibid, p 989.

To support his position Stammers describes four discourses on human rights:
metaphysical abstraction, de-

here as narural rights which are w e &

legai

postivism, which wiU be defined niriber, strong particularhn, the opposite of
metaphysical abstraction; a d , structuralism ,a more traditionai Mm&t view of human
rights. Of îhese four options, Stamrners fin& that legal positivism provides the

opportunity to baiance social construction with the influence of social movements. Within
this discussion of the history of human rights and legd positivism, the preeminence of

bills of rights and human rights instniments reinfimes the concept that rights, which are

codified, are therefore recognkible only through legal systems. On the other han4 social
movements, as was noted above, work both within this system and outside it. This raises
the question of recouse where iaws do not exist or more importanttly where an inaccurate
assumption is made regarding the duty bearer for human rights. Stammers ammarkes

this point by saying:
One of the major diiculties with this state-centrism lies in the way
international public Law is constructed. Based on treaties by 'contracting
state parties', it foiiows that duty bearers in respect of huma. rights are
Wtually always specified as states. This strongly reinforces the almost
universal assumption that states are n e c e ~ s ~the
i y principal duty bearers
in respect of human rights. ...human rights constructed by social movements as
challenges to particular fonns of power have sought to ascni duties directly to
the perceived violators of such r i g h t ~ . ' ~
In support of the first point regarding the entrenched legal view of the state and
human rights in the above quote, McCorquodale and Fairbrother state

lS7

Ibid. 992.

"...intemational

human rights law, despite its concems with the protection of the nghu of humaris, rexuains
largely containeci within a state based hmework where the respoosibility for violations of

huma.nghts is by states aione...."158 Magnusson appears to agree with this statement
when he descri'bes the theory of the state as having complete authority over the market,
the M

y and cuiturai relations. But the state is uitimately in a position of trying to Y.. fix

the unfixable - to reduce global change to territorial ~rde?'"~

There are several key points which may be drawn fiom the above quotes. First,
there is the obvious challenge to the state's role as duty bearer; second, social movements

consmet human rights; and, third, ascniing duties to other non- state actors

simuitaneously ascnis responsrbiiities to others for change. These points are refiected in
a quote used by Stammers fiom the Commission on Global Governance, which states:
[AISpresently conceived, rights are alrnost entirely defined in terms of
the relationsbip between people and govemments. We believe it is w w important

to begin to think of rights in broder tenm by recognizing that govemments are
only one threat to human rights and, at the same tirne, that more and more often
government action aione will not be sufncient to protect many human rights. This
means that aii citizens, as individuals and as rnembers of diierent private groups
and associations, should accept the obligation to recognize and help protect the
rights of others. la
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RObert McCorquodale and Richard Fairbrother, 'Glo balization and Human Rights",
Hurnan Rights Quurterly, 2 1.3 1999 p 74 1.
Warren Magnusson, "Social Movernents and the State: Presentation and
Representation", p. I 25.
Stammers, p. 1004.

In this period of globalization, there are opportunities for social movemnts to act
on their new role with the greater possibility of success. IE as Stammers clnims, human
rights may both challenge and sustain power then the concept of the institutionaiizaîion or
Iegit imation of that power is important. Stammrs concludes: "...under contemporary

-

conditions of g l o ~ t i o nsocial movements might becorne niore effective agents of
global socio-cultural change in respect of human rights than existing nation-states and
emergîng supranationai institutional structure^".'^' Stammm does not suggest that social
movements wiil replace aIi existing rnechanisms for protecting or expanding human rights
but, that where nation-states are iimited in their scope or are not the violators of rights,

îhen there is a legitimate and necessary role for other actors to play.

The degree to which the concept of the state as only one actor in the area of
human rights has been accepted may be indicated in a quote fkom the World Bank cited by
McCorquodale and Fairbrother:

[A]neffective Gate is vital for the provision of goods and senices-and the d e s
and institutions-that allow markets to flourish and people to lead healthier
and happier lives. Without it, sustainable development both economic and social,
is impossible. ...[T]he state is centrai to ecowmic and social development, n
a s a direct provider of growth but as v e r , cataiyst and fàcilitat~r.'~~
(Italics
added)

This concept of ''partner" is interesting, although neither McCorquodale et al or

16'
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the World Bank (within the context of this article) de& just with whom the state might

partner, however, the assumption here is that it is with the market or, more preciseiy,

those economic interests which control the market. This is a fiuidamental shift in the view
of the World ~ank.'" Regardless of the World Bank's definition of partner, d c i e n t
evidence e&s to suggest the partner may in fàct be social movemnts or more broadly
the third sector. In order to pursue this possibility it is necessary to present an oveniew of

the development of the third sector in Canada. The next section wiU consider the third
sector in Canada and introduce the concept of coalition building between the state and the
third sector.

Canadians and the Third Sector

There is a significant body of literature currently available on Canada and the third
sector, but one point of agreement mwng the many discussions is that the third sector is
impossible to measure. This is partially due to the lack of a standard definition Some
social analysts include ail non-governmental organhtions (NGOs), charitable

organizations, churches and voluntary groups. According to a study by the Canadian
Policy Research Network, there were over 67,000 registered charities in Caoada in 1994
with combined revenues in excess of $60 billionlb<The 1997 Survey of Giving,
16'

Another possible theory of "partner" is one where States act in partnership with each
other perhaps in opposition to the market or in response to globalized trends such as
the Muhilaterd Agreement on InvestingBackgrounder, "The Emerging Sector: In Search of a Framework", Canadian Policy
Research Network. This paper is based on a Roundtable Study conducted in January

Volunteering and Panicipating found that Canada has over 175,000 voIu11tary
a signiscant increase. Whik the
o r g h t i o n s , over 77,000 are registered charitie~;'~~

govemment is responsible for over half of the revenues of these groups that stiu leaves a
considerable amount of money which is donated fkom corporations and Edividuals, a
significant factor in detennining confidence in non-state institutions and the level to which
these groups are responsive to the public and to the g~vemment.'~~

Other definitions of the third sector in Canada focus on specific issue areas such as
the environmental 10 bby, the feminist rnovement, the ecow mic and the aboriginal

movements. Neil Nevitte points out that in the 1980's there were between 1,800 and
2,500 environmentaiist groups done?'

The Action Canada Network, originally formed

to oppose the Canada-U.S.Free Trade Agreement, has a membership of 45 iarge national

16'

Me1 Cappe, "Building a New Relationship with the Voluntary Sector", Notes fÎom an
Address to the Association of Professional Executives, Office of the Privy Council,
1999, p 3.

Ibid. Me1 Cappe confïrmed that over half the revenue of charitable organizations
comes fiom governxnent, most at the provincial level The next largest portion cornes
Grom fundraising activities and 10% cornes eom individuals. This leaves, according to
Cappe, a 1% donation from corporations. Two points may be made h m thir
information: first, that charitable organizations are less reliant on the f e d e d
govemment and therefore possibly less deterred fiom a strong advocacy positioa;
second, they are more reliant on provincial governments which has implications for the
locus of control; and, third, charitable groups are even less reliant on corporations
than may have been assumed.
167

Neil Nevitte, The Decline of Defrence Peterborough, Broadview Press, 1996, p. 4.

orgaaizations and provincial coalitions."

The C o d of Canadians also provides a

forum for individuals and groups to voice concems regardhg issues which range fiom the
global economy to the use of bovine growth hormone.'"

It would iikely be safe to assume that these groups are not necessarily mutually
exclusive nor is each group necessarily focused on the same aspect of the krger issue. For
example, the environmental groups include those concemed with animal nghts and those
opposed to clear-cut logging. Similarly, the fèminist movemnt is comprised of those

seeking action on poverty and those who are addressing the issue of political
representation. What is clear fkom depth and breadth of activity is the support Canadians
appear to have for the work of these groups.

This support can be considered both fiom

nurnbers of Canadians who participate in these groups (and theu motivation for doing so)
and fiom the support given to the principles of these groups by non- participants. A

questions may be raised in this context about motivation. Certainly there is intrinsic value
in pariicipation in charities, but a more fiindamental question may be why there has been
such an increase in third sector activity in Canada.

'"

Peter Bleyer, "Coalitions of Social Movements as Agencks for Social Change: The
Action Canada Network", in Orgunizing Dissent: Contemporas, Social Movements in
Theos, and Pracrice, William K, Carroll ed., Toronto, Garamond Press, 1992 pp 102

-

117.
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The Council of Canadians asks in its introduction to the Citizens' Agenda for Canada,
"How can citizens exercise their democratic nghts when goveniments refùse to act on
theu behalf?" A pertinent question for this thesis.

In partial answer to tbis question, it Û important review again the afkcts of
globalization. From the e ~ n o m i perspfftive,
c
Keith Banting niggests that the post war
period saw massive economic developmnt in international trade and the expansion of the
welfare state and its social programs. However, by the 1970is, increased international
cornpetition and decreased production had the simultaneous effect of reducing the state's
ability to support social programs and increasing the number of people who required those

programs. 'O

If the govemment no can longer support the necessary social hmework,

then other mechanisms will need to be developed to fili the gap. However, another
outcome of globaiization is tbe technological changes which have lead to greater access to
information and communication. As a result, the ability to fil1 this gap is enhanced.

Chapter Three of this thesis descnid the ways in which power moves fiom the
state to other levels and provides examples specifïc to Canada. It also showed that
Canadians have certain expectations of the government which are not entirely king met,

which Ieaves the same question as above on who will meet those expectations ifwt the

state. This Chapter has provided an overview of third sector actors, in particular social
movements, and has identifïed the extent to which the third sector exists in Canada. The
next step is to link these points in a discussion of the acceptabiiity of social movements

providing what the state c m not or wiil not. To do this, reference will be made to the

"O

Keith Banting, "'Social Policy" Bruce G. Doem, Leslie A. Pal and Brian W. Tomlùi,
Eds., Border Crossings: the Internurionaliration of Canadian PubIic PoIicy, Toronto,
Oxford University Press, 1996 p 28.

analysis Neil Nevitte provides regarding b m d h s ' confidena m the govemmnt and in
non-govemntai iostitutions.

"'

B a d on data supplied by the World V a l w S w e y in 1981 and 1990, Nevitte is
able to show that Canadians' confidence in goveniment institutions (defineci here as

parliament, police, the civil service and the armeci forces) has decliwd simiificantly. The

percentage of Canadians ranking their confidence level as 'high' in 1981 was 36.9 but in
1991 it was only 29.9. In response to the question "do you trust the govenunent in

Ottawa to do what is right?", only 20% of Camcüans answered "always" or "aimost

always". One in four Canadiaos answered 'he~er''.'~ NeMne provides several possibl
explanations for this deciine. However pnor to that discussion, a brief review of Nevitte's
work regarding public participation in policy making is necessaq to emphasize this shifi in
confidence.

S i m k to the work of Graves et al, in the previous chapter, Nevitte examined the

shift in values held by Canadiaris between the materiaiist and pst materiaiist periods.
These periods are defined by the values associated with economic growth- In years where
there is an economic downtum, Canadians tend to value maney and security. In periods
of economic growth, Canadians value quality of Me over money and security- Starting in

17'

Nevitte, pp 54 - 62.

'" Ibid. p 76.

the 1970's and continu& h u g h the 80's and 90's the emphasii on post materialkt values

has increased. The World Values Survey's 1990's fhdings include increased desire on the
part of Caaadiaas to have a less impersonai society, to protect aaedom of speech and to

have more say in governmentl" On this latter point, while Canadians are expressing a
greater interest in politics, there bas been a shift in way in *ch

they wish to engage in

political activity. For example, interest and participation in political parties has declined
and Canadians are less likeiy to adbere to a particuiar Party. In combination wïth the
above information on the declining level of confidence in government institutions the

question to ask then is where and how do Caaadians express themsekes politically.
Nevitte responds to this by looking nrst at the level of confidence Canadians have in non-

governrnental institutions.

Overall there was also a decline in confidence for non-govenimental institutions,

d e h e d as the church, legal system, educational system and the press. However, there are
important differences between this masure and the rneasure of govemment confidence
which must be noted. Fust, the types of institutions selected for this w e y are quite

dif5erent from each other and the rate of change in confidence among the institutions
varies more widely here. Second, the level of confidence both started higher and ended
higher for non-govemment institutions than government at the 1981 and 1990 s w e y

points. The cornmon factor which Nevitte sees in the decihe of confidence in both types

Ibid. pp 40 - 46.

of institutions is in k t a general attitudinal shiff agamst hietarchical stnrtiaeJ. Thmfom,
the next issue for analysis must be how Canadbs respond to institutions wbich are m t

structureci in this way.

Nevitte examines the public's stated desire for an increased say in goveniment and
a decline of interest in traditionai venues through a discussion of wbat he terms '*protest
movements", which for the purposes of this papa correspond to the third sector and
social movements. Inherent in the discussion of protest movements is the type of activity

whîch constitutes protest activity. Nevitte d e s c n i s a hierarchy of activities which range
fiom voting to occupying a building. On this scale, Canadiam appear to be increasing in
their willingness to participate in protest behaviours including: jomuig in boycotts;
attending uniawflll demonstrations; joining unofficial strikes; and occupying buiidings or
factories.

In k t , over the ten year period of the World Vaiues Swey, the percentage of

Canadians who indicated that they have participated in two or more of these activities
increased by ten points. At the same time, the percentage of Canadians who indicated
they would never participate in these activities declined by nine points.'"

Retuming to the issue of protest movements, once again Canadians' support is
quite high In particular, Canadians show high levels of support (relative to the other

countries sweyed) for human rights (58.3%); ecology (53.9%); peaddisarniament
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Ibid. pp 77 - 84.

(40%); and, womn's rights (36.7%)."'

Of the twelve comtries participating in the

World Values Survey, Canada never ranked lower than sixth in their support for these
movements and came second oniy to Ireland in support of women's rights, aithough, it
must be noted that women's righîs as a cause received the lowest overail support by aii

twelve coutries.

To sumniarize Nevitte's findings, since the eariy seventies the values of Caaadiaos
have changed fkom the need for economic security to tbe desire for a better quality of Me;

in the ten year period covered by the World Values Survey, Canadians have lost
confidence in govemmental institutions and to a lesser degree in non-governmental
institutions. The generd level of interest in politics has increased while interest in
traditional f o m of political involvement have decreased. And, M y , Caoadians are

more incluied to participate in protest behaviour and show high levels of
support for protest movemeats than they were ten yean ago.

What are the underlying motivators for these changes? Nevitte provides an
exîensive analysis for this pattern, fiom the simple observation thai the drop in confidence

in govemmental institutions was recorded at the time when the Mulroney govemrnent was
at the lowest level of popularity ever experienced by a politicai party in Canada,to

multiple classification anaiysis which combines age, language group (fiencWengiish),

'" Ibid. p 86.

education and value system (materiWpost materialist). Younger Canadians and those
with higher levels of education are more Wrely than the general population to participate m
protest activities and be supportive of protest movements. Nevitte also suggests that the
introduction of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms may have played a role (aithough not
a very iarge one) in the behaviour change of Canadiam by providing new forums for

poiitical participation. Ultimaîely, Nevitte assigns the greatest sigdicance for this change
to increased education of the population, increased access to information, and p s t
materialkt values which result fiom increased economic security. Age and education are
certainly generational characteristics and therefore Nevitte sees this shifi as one with some

permanen~y."~These actors are part of the "new social movements" descnkd by Nevitte
as:

...the ranks of the new protest movements are not filied with those who suffer
any personal deprivation On the contrary, they are stacked with those of the post
war generation who are part of the educated new middle class and who are
typicdy well oE..new protests rely on a more dehirate array of political tactics
including media carnpaigns to m o b k public opinion, intense lobbying of
bureaucratic and legislative agencies, the use of the courts,and the formation of
new poiitical parties. ln

'" Ibid. pp 104 - 106.
ln

Ibid. p 84. Several exceptions must be noted here. The range of activities wahin a
protest or social movement conttadict Nevitte's point about the lack of personal
deprivation. For example, the environmental groups may include those whose living is
a e c t e d by changes to environmental iaw in areas such as forestry and khing,
aboriginal hunting and fishing rights may be used as an example here. The women's
movement, as noted previously, encompasses some of the work the ad-poverty
organktions as poverty is highest for women in Canada This classikation of the new
movements may reflect the media or public image rather tban a true reflection of
membership. Second, Nevitte suggests that the new movement actors use a w w array
of poütical tools, yet the results of the World Value Survey indicate that Canadians are

What needs to foUow fiom this statement, even with the exceptions noted below,

is an examination of how Canada as a state is responding to social movements, mterest
groups and non-govenmient organhtions.

The Canadian State and the Third Sector

Staying with the contemporary anaiysis of the 1970's to the preseat, rather than an

histonc one, there is

much which can be said regarding the shift in Canada's

relationships with the third sector in even this time period. Books such as Coleman and
Skogstad's Policy Communiîies and Public Policy in CanadaLn,to name one source,
provide both a frarnework which combines interest groups studies and public policy
d y s i s and a wide range of examples of goveniment and third sector interactions in the

seventies and eighties. Coleman and Skogstad also provide several concepts regarding the
structure of public policy influence which will be shown to be integral to Canada's most

recent approaches to the third sector.

In an effort to understand the Merent ways in which the state and civil Society
interact,Coleman and Skogstad dserentiate between 'popolicy commimities" and

'wlicy

more willing than ever to participate in some of the more old hhioned techniques.
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Wiiiiam D. Coleman and Grace Skogstad, eds., Policy Cornmunifies and Public P o k y
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networks".

'"

The fjrst concept, poiicy commmmity, is defiabd Y.. to include all m o r s or

potential actors with a direct or indirect interest in policy area or h t i o n who share a

cornmon 'policy focus' and who, with varying degrees of influence shape policy outcoms
over the long nia" The poiicy community may also be subdivided into 1) the sub

govemment which is compcised of govemment agencies, interest associations and business

firms and who make policy in a given are& and 2) the attentive public comprised of the
media, interested individuals and experts in the field. The attentive public does not usuaiiy

influence policy directly, according to Coleman and Skogstad, but their opinions provide
the value base used by the policy communities to shape poiicy.

Poiicy networks d e m i the characteristics of the reiationship which occurs
between policy actors and the policy comrnunity. Coleman and Skogstad define several

models ofpolicy networks. However for the purposes of this discussion the distinction
between networks and communities is a sufficient basis to examine the recent activities of
the federal government with respect to the third sector.

Beginning with the 1997 Speech fkom the Throne, the federal government
launched a campaign of sorts, the goals of which appear to be increased individual and
collective access to the poiicy process and ùicreased ability by the public to influence

international events which impact on thek lives. The concepts of citizen engagement and
-
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a more collaborative appoach to policy devebpment aad implmentation between the

voluntary sector and the government are key components of this new

How fàr

do these concepts go in recognizing and respoeding to the combination of an increaSingly

educated and political public who have expresseci a declinuig trust in the govemment whiie
growing more concerned with the seemingly unchecked iufluence of a global ecowmy on

their lives? There are two elements of this approach which may serve to answer this
question The f k t is " recognition", which defines both the state's open aclmowledgmwt

of the rule of the third sector and, l e s explicitly, acknowledgment of its diminisbiag
capacity. In the first instance, the recognition of the third sector by the state is not new.
What is new is the context in which it is presented, as a necessary aid to the state. The

second element is "implementation": how will the state actualize its pians; how weil will

this be received by the third sector; ad, what are the indicators for success? A more
detailed discussion of these points foiiows.

Recognition

In the 1997 Speech fiom the Throne, the govermnent promised to fiilfill the Red

Book cornmitment of strengthening knowledge and increasing the t e c h n i d bhstmcture
which modenllzes the country and makes information more accessible to more Canadians.

This will provide individuals, schools, libraries, small and large businesses, rural
and aboriginal communities, public inrtiMions and aii leveis of govemment with
new Opportunities for learning interactively, transacting business, and developing
their social and economic potential. For example, we wül enhance the voluntary
sector's capacity to engage Caaadiaos by improving their access to technology and

the need to play a stronger role m Caaadian life.'*
Several points may be drawn h m this quotaîion. First, the diverse nature of the
Canadian public requires signifiant support to reach its "social and economic potentiai".
Provided with the appropriate level of support, the public will work more interactively
with govesnments. Taken togeîher, these points may be interpreted as recognition thai the

two segments of the policy community have a need to communiate both with the
government and outside the goveniment. The role of the business sector will be
considered later in the discussion.

The interpretation of this section of the Speech fiom the Throne is supported by
cornments made by Joceiyn Bourgon, then Clerk of the Privy Councii, in a speech to the
Assistant Deputy Ministers Forum in October of 1997."' In dgect reference to the
Speech, Madame Bourgon highiighted the interdependence of governments (which s k
notes is not an effort to devolve, delegate or opt out of federal responsibilities) and the
need to shift to a realistic concept of citizen engagement. Madame Bourgon states that
the enhanced knowledge base of the public and the increased technical infiastnicture may
result in the foliowùig: 1) a richer and fullet meaning to democracy and citizemhip; 2) the

elimination of disadvantage of physical distance; 3) a comparative advantage for

"Speech fiom the Throw, Debates of the Senate, 1

Session, 3 6 Parliament Volume

137, No 7, p 10.

* '' Jocelyn Bourgon, "The Changing Paradigm of Govemance: Are we wilüng and able to
exercise power dinerently", Address to the Assistant Deputy Ministers' Forum,
October 29", 1997, Privy Council Office.

Canadians in competition for talent and mvestment; and 4) a changed rehtionsbip
betweeo the govemment and citizens.'"

These potential impacts are not fully defined

and may be viewed as somewhat optimistic, but they do support the idea of an evolving

role for the public and the third sector.

The Clerk continues in this speech to address the issue of citizen engagement.

While giving recognition to the beneiits of citizen engagement (strengthening the
relationship between govemment and the public and unitmg the country), Madame
Bourgon suggested that limits on citizen engagement are required when she States, "The
purpose of citizen engagement is not to make citizens feel good, but to produce souder

policies. However, it is an arduous and time consuming approach. It shouid not be
undertaken lightly and it should be reserved for those initiatives whkh have a major

impact on peoples Live~."'~Again, a dennition of 'major initiatives" is not provided wr is
there discussion of who should be involved in making the decision of what constitutes a
major impact. There also seems to be an implication that citizen engagement in and of
itself is valuable.

'"

Ibid. pp 3 - 4.
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Ibid. p 4.
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In Chapter 2 of this paper, the concept of the pursuit of dialogue is presented as a
necessary mechanisrn to ensure informeci and r a t i o d consent and a precursor to other
leveis of citizen participation in govemment decision making. See page 30.

More recentiy, Me1 Cappe, th current Clerk of the Rivy C o d d

er

~ k w

to some of these same issues and took the role of the voluntary sector a bit fÙrther.lu
Cappe suggested that there are three roles for the voluntary sector: 1) service delivery,

reaching populations that the govemment can not; 2) contriibuting to public policy

dialogue, the voluntary sector reflects the intetests and concems of its members'"; and 3)

citizen engagement, the work which the vo1untary sector performs that enhances
cornmunities and reinforces citilenship.

Two other key points were presented in this addms. Fkst is accountabiiity. Cappe
briefly recognized that accountabiIity, when involving the voluntary sector in policy

considerations, must be finely baianceci with the recognition that vo Iuntary sectors tend to
represent narrow issue areas wMe potiticians are held directly accountable to the
electorate for a broad range of issues. This point is quite different fiom the issue of
accountability as raised by PhiUips in discussing the shifting by government of certain
policy or policy related activities and wiii be discussed M e r in the next chapter.

The second point is the explicit recognition Cappe gives to the voluntary sector

"'Me1 Cappe

"Building a New Relationship with the Vo1untary Sector", Address to the
Third Canadian Leader's Forum on the Voluntary Sector, Association of Professional
Executives, Ottawa, May 3 1, 1999.

'" Wthin this role Cappe &es

the link between the voluntary sector and advocacy but
considen it fiom both the perspective of influencing policy and the perspective of the
voluntary sector influencing society.

and its place wiîhin a liberai democracy, which is captiired in the foliowing statement:
"Over the 1st several Yeats we have corne to understand that our social and economic
objectives are complllnentary. This approach is rooted in a new understanding about the
role of government, not only in Canada but a r o d the world."'"

Cappe concludes this

portion of his speech with a suggestion that more work needs to be done to buiid on the
relat ionships which currently exist between the voluntary sector and the federal
government.

Finally, another indicator of the recognition of the third sector's role in Canada
is contained in the Social Union Framework Agreement (SUFA).'" This agreement

between the federal and provincial goveniments'" is d e s c n i as a fhmework to improve
the social union of Canada. While much of the document is intended to c h @ the roles
of the two levels of goveniment with respect to social programming, there are sections
which support Mr Cappe's comments regarding the role of individuals and organhtions
in po licy making. In Section 1, entitled Principles, the SUFA outlines the need to work in

partnership with Canadians to have meaningfitl input into social policies and programs.
Section 3 speaks to the issues of making govemments accountable to the people through
information sharing and direct involvernent of third parties in program assessment. Clearly
Ig7

Ibid. p 4.
Social Union Framework Agreement, Privy Council Office, Govemment of Canada ,
February 4,1999.

'" Excluding Quebec.

this ftamework docwmî does mt &scribe tbe same kvet of involvenrent of third sectors

actors as has been advocated by both Clerks. However, there are at least two possible
explanations for this: fkst, the focus of the agreement is on federal/proMncialrelationships
and second, there are many barriers to the implementation ofan agreement that would
define a tripartite arrangement between the govenunents and the third sector. The next

section considers some of these barriers and presents some indiators that work is
progressing to address them.

Implernentation

This section draws on a series of papers presented by the institute for Public

Administration o f Canada entitled "CoIlaborative Govemment: 1s There a Canadian
Way".lW The majority of the papers in this collection concentrate on federaVprovincial
partnerships; however, there are several points regarding the role of the third sector in
CO Uaborative govemment.

In their opening remarks, Delacourt and Lenihan make a key point which defines
the m e rence between partnerships and govemance. 19'

Partnerships may involve shared

decision-making,gains and losses, but collaborative partnerships require shared vision and

'"O

19'

Susan Delacourt and D o d d G. LenilriuL Eds. c'CollaborativeGovemment: 1s There a
Canadian WayT', Nav Directions, Number 6. Toronto, institute Of Public
Administration in Canada, December, 1999.

Ibid. p 1.

long term plsnoiog in addition to shsred outcoms. AccordBig to Dekourt and

a

traditionally governments have resisted collaborative partnerships for three reasons:

In representative democracies such as Caaada, goveniments have ken,
by and large, unwilling to &are decision-making outhority, particuiariy
with private- or voluntary sector organizations. Collaborative partnerships
require such a willingness. Because the long term implications of collaborative
partnerships are pooriy unàerstood, govecll~nentsare inclùled to be skeptical about
them. Governments disiike uncertainty. It k r e a s e s t
k risk of enor, which they
will go to great lengths to avoid. If these arrangements are to become part of the
lanàscape, govemmeats m u t be willing to accept new rmceRainties and tbat
mistakes wiii be made.... In addition, govermnents m u t be open to new ways of
managing that wili improve their capa~ityto leam fiom enor. In briec they must
develop a Zeaming cuItwee Coliaborative partnerships, almost by necessity, require
long range thinking. Govemments, for politicai or practical reasons, have largely
been adverse to planning beyond their own mandatedm
Given these restrictions, it is quite apparent that much work will be required to shift
the political and cultural contexts. Witbuut these shifts it may be djfficult to acbieve

collaborative partnerships. But this is only one side of the issue, albeit a signifiant one.
The above statement presents the question as to whether the govenunent is ready to make
the commitment required, the corresponding question which rnust follow is, are Canadiaar>

willing to accept cobborative partnerships?

Drawing fiom the work of the Ekos Research Associates on "Rethinking

Government", Frank L Graves provides w e y results which indicate that the answer to the
above questions is yes.'"
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There are several survey results cited in this article which

Frank L. Graves "Coiiabrative Government: Looin Delacourt and L e e pp 12 22.

-

for A Caoadian Way"

support this conclwon Fgst is t
k response to questions regarding bow much influence

certain groups in Canada bave verus how much they should have.lW The biggest gap is
seen in the results for the "average citizen9'which shows a difference of 52% between

"have" and "should have". Also included in this section is the relative level of influence for
ty
Survey resuhs indicate public support for
"interest groups" and b 4 c o ~ u n i groups".
increased influence by each of these groups but with "community groups" receiving a much
wider rnargin than interest groups. Somewhat surprishg is the response to the same

questions regarding the federal and provincial goveniment. The provincial governments
are seen to have an appropriate balance between the influence they do have and what the

public thinks they should have. The federal government is slightly out of balance with
public indicating that it bas more influence than it should but the margin is quite s d . Not

surprisingly, big business and the media are seen as ha*

considerably more influence

than they shodd.

Graves also indicates that there is pubiic support for a more active role of
government. This is not, according to Graves, a contradiction of the stuàies which indicate
a lower level of trust by the public of institutions, but rather a willingness on the part of the
public to work with govemment to ensure that appropriate action is taken on issues of

importance to the public.

'91

Ibid. p 15.

Furthcr d e î d regard@ the cldenges to collaborative work between the
govenunent and third parties is presented by Denis Desautels, the Auditor General of

Canada.19'

The criteria which must be met in order to be niccessfblm using coUaboratRe

service delivery include: service to the public, transparency and accountability. The

accountability factor presents severa! dficulties- In this quote fkom the United Kingdom's
Cornmittee on Standards in Public Life, Desautels underscores the main issue: "When a
citizen receives a public bene&, government is responsible for safeguard'i the public

interest of both the user and the taxpayer regardes of the status of the provider."'% The
mechanisrns to ensure that ail participants are held accountable are currently king
developed.

A New Initiative

In April of 1999 the federal govemment met wÏth leaders fiom the voluntary sector
and developed three Joint Tables to discuss issues of Accountability, Capacity and
Regulation'" The Report of the Joint Tables19*provides a fkamework for the development

19'

'%
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L. Denis Desautels, "Accountability for Aiternative Service Delivery Arrangements in
the Federal Government: Some Consequences of Sharing the Business of Govemment"
in Delacourt and Lenjhan, pp 23 - 37.
Ibid. p 26.

Cappe, p 4.
"Working Together: A Govemment of CanadaNoluntary Sector Joint Initiative",
Office of the Prîvy Councii, Ottawa The federal govemment was represented by 17
departments and agencies. They met with 15 leaders nom the voluntary sector and two
representatives of legal fkms.
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and implemeatation of these mecbankms.lw The report is quite coqrehensive and «>vers

such fàctors as the history of the relationship between the federal govermnent and the
voluntary sector as weH as the curent status of the Income Tax Act as it pertains to
chantable organizations. The range of issues addressed in the report indicates the
complexity of creating a coilaborative partnership with the voluntary sector. There are 26
recommendations in total lkom the three Tables, most of which are directions for fùture
actions@
'. '

In this sense, equal significance may be placed on the process to achieve

consensus on the many recommendations as weli as the recommendations themselves.

Within the recommendations there are directions for the establishment of a
permanent structure to continue the dialogue; suggestions for communication with
Parlianient; creation of a new standard for charities who wish to engage in advocacy work
and for a separation of advocacy fiom public education; and, the strategic infiision of
h d i n g to çelected areas to increase the capacity of the vo luntary sector to continue their

work. Recommendations for the £hue include the establishment of a new k w o r k for

'"

This initiative is descnbed as "new" for severai reasons. The federal govenunent has
certainly used "joint tables" or "round tables' as methods of consultation before,
however, these are usualiy specific to a particular issue or concem such as the
environment. Frequently these consultations are department lead . The difTerence here
is bot h the scope of the discussion and the level and type of departmental and political
invoIvement.

'" The "recommendations" are actually a series of recommendations and options for
fiuther action A listing of these recommendatioas/options is provided in Appendk A.
A more detailed anaiysis of the recommendations relevant to this paper wili be given in
Chapter Five.

regdatory bodies to oversee the distr'bution of fùnding.

These recommendations are htriguing. Two that are of particular interest to this
paper involve advocacy and regdation The potential for the expansion of the advocacy

role would fit weii with the theories presented in this papa regarding the need for third
sector organùatioos to assume a more signiscant role in achieving human rights.
However, the tone of the recommendation is quite cautious and de& first with the Incorne

Tax Act which d o w s for only 10% of the charities' work tu be advocacy. The
recommendation is tbat the 10% d e be broadened, but ody ifthis does not lead to
advocacy predominating the activities of the gr~up.~''Non profit groups that are wt

registered as charities may see beneficial changes to the Income Tax Act if their work is
deemed to be in the public interest. The denaition of public interest is not complete and it
is the recommendation of the Regdatory Table that m e r work is required and may

Liclude review by a Joint Cornmittee of Parliament and the development of a formal legal
definiti~n.~~~

The Regdatory Table also provided three models for improving the management of

charitable organizations. Currently, the activity is carried out by Revenue Canada Chanties
Division. In consultation with the Voluntary Sector leaders, preference was given to a

'O'

Ibid. p 5 1.

'O2

Ibid. p 52.

mode1 which would see this rok delegated to an agency outside of Revenue Canada, which
is itselfa Special Operating ~gency.''~There is no comection within this discussion to the
point raised by Me1 Cappe which indicated that the majority of funds received by voiuntary
organizations came fiom the provincial govemments. Indeed, there is linle mention of the

roles of the provinces in any of the diussions and only one recomrnendation which
indicates that M e r work needs to be done to include the provinces in this initiative.

Also missing fiom the discussion appears to be the concept of sharing power that
was presented by both JoceIyn Bourgon and, to a lesser extent Mel Cappe. On the 0th-

hand, the conclusion to the executive sumrnary discusses this work as a new mode1 for

"goveniance". This raises questions as to how close this Report cornes to reflecting the
type of coilaborative partnership d e s c n i by Delacourt and Lenihan and seemingly
endorsed by Cappe and Bourgon? WiIl this new reiationship I3.ithe gap created by the
shifiing of power away fitom the state or does it draw control back to the national state,
particulariy fkom the provinces? Does this initiative address the human rights concems
currently facing Canada in a globalized economy? in summary, is this of benefit to

Canadians?

A fbii analysis of this initiative is contained in chapter five and the conclusion to the
t hesis wiu address the questions outlined above.

'O3

Now referred to as Canada Customs and Revenue Agency.
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Summair and Conclusion

There are three aspects to the thesis statement for this paper: Grst is the issue of
leadership or control by the state in a ii'beral economy, particulariy with respect to the

state's role as the protector of human rights as de-

through a democratic process and

with the suggestion that the date is losing its status; second, is the assertion that the state is

attempting to regain or redefhe its position of leadership; and, third, tbat this attempt is

tied to the emerging S u e n c e of the third sector. This chapter will begin with a summary
of the information presented in the nrst four chapters, concenîrating on key points and
relating them directly to each of the three aspects of the thesis statement. Following this
section, a more detailed analysis wül be presented which focuses specificaiiy on the third
aspect and wiU explore whether the new initiatives begun by the federal govemment to
involve the voluntary sector in participatory policy decision making wiU meet the needs of

the state as weii as the expectations of Canadiam.

Summary

Prior to discussing the role of the state in a Liberal economy, t was necessary to
present hinorical information on severai, inter-reiated themes. This paper began with a
description of the creation and evolution of democratic principles which f o m the b i s for

this paper. As Qmmatic priaciples evolved so did the

of huniaii rights

Democratic principles have transitioned fkom the theoretical starting point of a collective
agreement among individuais as a safeguard agahst extenial forces, to the more formalized
systems of representation meant aiso to ensure a balaace of power within a state. The
systems of representation theniselves have changed to recognize that the homogeneity
required in nation building served its purpose but was wt in 1Sie with the originai concept
of the needs of the individuai. The notion of representation of the masses became the

expectation of participation by the masses.

Aligned with these changes was the expansion of the definition of human nghts.
The definition broadened as the wealth of democratic nations increased. At present, the

definition includes civic, political, social and econornic rights and the appreciation that a
declaration of equality for aU individuais is one step towards the actual achievement of
equaiity. Further supports and systems are required to ensure that the pursuit of quaiity

takes into consideration the issue of equity. John Rawls, as quoted in Chapter One,

remùids us t hat society creates the contexi in which the equality of opportunity is pumied.

Therefore equaiity may be promoted by the state through interventions nich as employrnent
equity programs and the funding of pro-

for aboriginal persons designeci to increase

their capacity to participate in aii aspects of Canadian He.

As a foundation for this paper, Cbapter One provided wt only a philosophical
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uaderstaoding of the iadividuai, her/his rigbb$ and an hinorical perspective of the
development of the state, but a b the expectations of each in k i r relationship with the
other. The individuai expects basic protection *ut

d u e interference fiom the state,

the opportunity to influence poücy and the support she or he needs to achieve social and
economic parity wiîh others. The state sees its role as findiog the balance between the
needs of individuals (their human rightts) and the needs of the population as a whole. The

state m u t therefore create and sustain structures and policies which will provide this
balance.*@'

nie issue of the individuai's expectations and the perceived role of the state are
essential to

understanding the conternporary possbilities the state may have in regainhg

its leadership role.

Chapter Two discusses at length just what structures and policies the federal
governrnent of Canada bas available to it in order to meet the balance required. In order
to present the argument that Canada bas lost some of its power as a state, it is necessary to

know what powers it h a . to begin with. A review of the division of power between the
federal government and the provinces provides the required information to begin to assess

While the theory presented here focuses on the individual and the state, in practicality it
is the state's role to balance the needs of groups of individuals. This is seen later in
Chapters Three and Four which deal with Canada's historical role in human rights
negotiation, both internally and externally, and with its recognition of the contri'butions
of the many organizations and interests which comprise the third sector movement.

whether or mt tbere bas been a shift m powa by o ~ j u r i s d r t i o bouideries
d
aad
some of the renilting ambiguitie~.~~
The B.N.A. Act, the Bill of Rights, the Constitution
and the Charter of Rights d Freedoms define the process, the nghts of Canadians and to
a certain extent the attitude of Canadiaas towards the concept ofthe nationhood and the

roles and responsibiiities are components of the state.

The move fiom a parliamentary democracy to a constitutionai democracy was
discussed briefly at the end of Cbapter Two in order to raise the issue of the role of the
judiciary and in particular, whether the expanded role of the courts was a) indicative of the

IOSS of power by the federal governrnent and b) was of bene& to Canadiiurs. The response
to questions raised with respect to these two points is mixed. The selective use of the

judiciary by the state to address contentious issues rnay be Mewed as an attempt by the

state to meet the needs of some segments of the population in a way that deflects potential
criticism away fiom political parties The result of which is the fiilnlment of state

respo-asibilitiesto represent the interests of the population

From the state's point of view,

this shift in decision making may be regarded as an extension of the state's power to ensure

certain actions are taken or policies are created. Conversely, the apparent delegation of

responsibility for policy decision making to the courts greatly reduces the chances the
public rnay have in iduencing policy.
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This is most clear in the examples of juridiction over naturai resources and economic
security. It is also the fist indication of the state's ability to provide the elements of
human rights related to social and economic equality.

The general issue of a~coimtabüitywas also r a i d bere as the judiciary, akmg wiîh
other third party agencies or coiinnissions used by the govemmnt, have no direct
accountability to the public. The use of dernative fonns of policy decision making is at

the core of the discussion regarding a formalized reiationsbip between the M d Sector and

the federal goveniment.

Canada's involvement in international human rights causes is discussed in Chapter
Three and it is empbasized again that juridictional issues in federal states create challenges

in a globalized society. This discussion is followed by a more detded presentation on the
effects of globalization on democracy itself which in tum is iinked to the state's ability to

protect its citizens fiom economic forces outside its controL The limitation of the state's
role is then compared to the expectations Canadians have of the state.

Peter Phiilips' model on the movement of p w e r is used to indicate that the locus of

control has shifted fkom the state to: internationai arenas (mostiy in the area of trade and
investment); to the provinces (particularly social programs); to other states (reliance on the
United States as a trading partner); and to areas such as the courts and individuals. Implicit

in this model is the concept that the loss of control is not in the best interest of Canadians.
It is within Phillips' h w o r k that the question emerges of whether or not the state has
abiiity and the wiil to regain its leadership role, or possibly even exceed its previously

defined role.

To begin to address this last point, it was mxewqr to consider the relations@
between Canadians and the state nom amther perspective. Chapter ïhree presented
information regarchg Canadiam expectations of the state. Clear indication was given that
Canadians expect the state to intervene in certain areas of Canadian social and economic

Me. These expectations were given without refèrence to jurisdictional constraints on the
federal govemment. The cross jurisdicctional nature of these expectations is s i w c a n t to
the role deMion of the state, as is the concept that these expectations exkt despite what is
later shown in Chapter Four to be som seemingiy contradictory arguments which indicate
that Canadians have lost confidence in the state's ability to meet their needs. Perhaps as a
result of this loss of confidence, C d i a o s are exhiiiting an increased interest in politics
but are less likely to associate with a particular politicai party?"'

This expression of the

political interest may be seen in C d i a n s ' increased support to agencies outside of
govenunent which have taken on several roles associated with the state: the presentation of
the needs of Canadians at an international level; the communication of intemationai
activities and their potential impact on Canadians; aad, the provision of seMces within
Canada part icuiarly with marginalized populations. In theory, these changes are in line
with the expectations of a state in a neo-liberal economy as presented by Plattner, Jochnick
and Donneiiy in Chapter Four. Plattner in particular noted the decrease in the public's trust
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It mun be noted tliat these conclusions are drawn ftom Neil Nevitte's analysis of the
World Survey data coliected fiom 1981 to 1990 and may w t reflect the fact that
Canadians have since created two new political parties, the Bloc Quebecois and the
Reform Party (the Conservative AUiance Party of Canada).

of the govemmmt w h k J d u i c k suggests îî is kss of tnisi issue a d tmre of practical
understanding that the public must focus its energies where there is the greater likelihood
of influence. In either case, the result is s i m i i . New actors are introduced which may

influence policy. It is hnnelly's work which links the above positions with the potential

for an active partnership with the Third Sector.

Chapter Four extends the discussion of the role of the Third Sector by providing an
ove~ew
of the rise of the Third Sector as a naturai consequençe of liberai democracies.

An application of the theories presented by Plattner and Jochnick suggest that, m k t ,
Ccmada may be resisting this natural progression At the same tirne, Canadians are

embracing and, in some cases, insisting on the acceleration of this rnovement. By dohg
so, and following the theories of McCorqoudale and Fairbrother, Canadians may take on
the role the bearers of human rights protection by both assigning responsibility to non-state

actors and to themselves. Canadians' support to the Third Sector movement may also
indicate the public's recognition of their role in defining and legitimizing of
hurnan rights. Stammers' theories on the ability of social movements to challenge and

sustain power illustrates the potential role this sector may play as partner to the state.

Various fàcets of the Third Sector in Canada are aiso presented in the fourth

chapter. Bnefly stated, the third sector is extensive, both in its areas of interest and the
involvement of Canadians either directly through volunteerism or through fjnancial support.

These cbaracteristrs along wiîh the tbeoreticai pote&

of the 'Ibird Sector to influence

the world beyond the mach of the state, also wntriiute to the argument for partnership
with C

e

To this point, the thesis has provided the definitions, theories and evidence which
are intended to give the reader an appreciation of the circumstances that should make the

possîbility of a statefthird sector partnership viable. Chapter Four introduces theories on
why such a partnersbip bas not been successfid to date; specificaiiy the tradition of

hesitancy on the part of the state to share decision making authority, the risk of error
without shared accounbbiiity and the need to plan and commit beyond the government's

own mandates. Systems of accountabiiity and transparency in poky decision making are
not yet in place. However, the Joint Tables initiatives on government and
vo luntary sector coilaboration bas as one of their goals the establishment of these
systems.

Chapter Four provides a brief overview of the Joint Tables. The foiiowing section

WU analyze the options and recomrnendations of the Joint Tables and compare them to
some of the stated and impiied expectations of Canadians and the state.

Anabsis of the Joint Tables Initiative

The creation of a coiiaborative partnership between the federai governmnt and the
third sector is the primary goal of the Joint Tables Initiative. Ifsuccessful, such a
partnership may alter the Canada's approach to govemance, therefore the W i s wiil
begin with a discussion of partnerships.

Partnerships

The concept of limited partnerships between govemment and non-govemment

actors is not new. A body of literatute exists which provides theories and analyses with
respect to this issue. Chapter Four briefly dkcusses the work of Coleman and Skogstad on
poiicy networks and policy communities. Both these concepts take on new rneaning when
considered in light of the govemment's recent statements regarding the third sector. Policy
communities have been d e M as comprishg aii actoa interested in a policy issue wah
part icular mention of interest associations, businesses and the attentive public. Coleman
and Skogstad' s definition for the attentive public includes the media, interested individuals
and experts in the field. While a gradua1 expansion of t h dennition by the govemment has

brought it closer to the concept of citizen engagement (enhanced communication and
uansparency of govemment poiicy), the presentations on poücy decision making by two
consecutive Clerks of the Privy Councii, as weii as the 1997 Speech fiom the Throne, now
indicate a willùigwss to go M e r stiL Similarly the Third Sector now m r e accurately
reflects the organizational structure referred to above as "interest associations".

Through the presentations by the Clerks and the Speech fiom the Thrctne, the
govenunent recognized several roles the Third Sector pkyed in certain aspects of Society
including: the provision of services, particdady to marginalized groups; their potentiai use
of the Third Sector as conduit of information between the state and the public; and, as a
mechanisrn of advocacy where the federal govemment has a Limited jurisdiction. The
poiicy community's role should therefore be considered as much more than an interest in
policy issues. The govemment is approaching the attentive public both directly tbrough
initiatives aimed at individuals and through its relationship with the Thùd Sector.

The establishment of the Government of CanaddVoluntary Sector Initiative is
intended to strengthen policy networks and the way in which the state and the poiicy
co~~l~~~
interact
u n i t .y Several of the Joint Tables on Building a New Relationshîp

recornmendations speak directly to this point?

While the initiative must be viewed as the fkst step in wbat may be a long process,
it provides sufficient information, through the description of its goals and objectives and its
recommendations for fùrther action, to begin an anaiysis of whether this is the course of
action that will move fiorn partnership, to collaboration, to s h e d govemance.

By cornparhg the recommendations of each table against the expressed weds of
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individuals (on tbeir own, as part ofmarginali7ed groups and as the aware public) and the
expressed ne& of state, it may be possible to estimate to what degree this initiative will
fuifiLi the expressed and implied needs of Canadians and the state.

Meeting the Needs of Individuals and Groups

Beginning with the individual as a singular mernber of the state whose needs are

defined as protection fiom international pressures, promotion of individual rights and
fieedorns and the expectation of increased access to the state, the Joint Initiative offers very

Little of a direct nature. Ody two sets of r e c o m m e n d a t i o ~
speak
~ ~ to the indMduaL The
e s t is the development of a national volunteer

initiative that would encourage Canadians

to participate more in voIuntary activities and another strategy, within the same section,

would provide enhanced training for existing staff of voluntary organizations. The second
set refers to the development of a youth employment/co-op/apprenticeship program in the

areas of Information Management and Information technologies. This set of

recommendations has the dual purpose of providing training and employment while
strengthening Canada's capacity to compte intemationaiiy in this area

The relative lack of direct recommendations for the individual may be a reflection of
the expectation that there wili be a roii out effective of the whole initiative which will reach

individu& through the broader representation by groups. The encouragement to join

'O8

Appendix A, Table 2,2.2 and 2.4.

voluntary activities may be vie&

as an attempt to draw the individual closer to parts of

the initiative which involve meeting the needs of groups of individuais.

The prelimhary nature of this work is exemplified by the recognition that not ali
groups are represented at the joint tables. Indeed, in both the Transmittal portion and
Preface to the "Working Together" document, there is an acknowledgnaent that the nongovemmentai representatives were seiected for their individual expertise and the views
expressed by them did necessarily reflect those of the organizations with wbich they are
a s ~ o c i a t e d .As
~ ~a resuit, the initiative recognizes that m e r work needs to be done to
ensure that dl voices are heard. This portion of building new relationships is seen as an
evolutionary process and the primary responsibility for ensuring that diversity is
respected is left to the voluntary sector. Other than the recommendation for fiirther
consultations with other groups, there is no recommended structure fur this work. The
possibility that the resuit of the expansion of representatives rnay simply create another

bureaucracy is recognizied ody in a cautionary note that this must be avoided. No mention
is made regarding the inclusion of an accountability fhmework for this phase of expansion.

More emphasis is pkced on supportkg the existhg structure of natiod
organizations and coalitions of organizations. A number of recommendations are directed

toward enhancing the rektionship between these groups and the federal government and

'09

"Working Together", p. iii of the Transmittal and p. 7 of the Prefàce.
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increasing the capacity of tbe groups to W

n hkpeadenily a d coiiectiwly. F u r t h

changes are recommended to the regdatory systern for non-pro fit groups that increases
capacity to engage in advocacy work and simplifies th& mechanisms for financial reporting
to the federal go~emment.~'~
The

in area of advocacy work is critical to both the

concept of increased representation a d the potential for incread idluence on policy
reIated issues at all levels. These same areas are aiso to the advanrage

of the state where the increased access to the public allows for iucreased flow of
information. If the flow of mfonmîion is tnùy reciprocal, this would indicate a s i g d i c a n t
change in attitude by the state. A Iess direct statement may be made regarding the féderal
govermnent's ability to influence those who influence otber policy areas. This latter point

will be discussed m e r in the next section.

Before leaving this section it important to address the idai of the cohesiveness of
the groups and individuais involved directly or tangentially in this discussion. The

perspective of this thesis bas been that of examining the role of the state =d the state in its
relationship with the pubüc and Third Sector. In Chapter Four, Delacourt and Leniban
describe three restrictions wbich have made the state resist forrning coilaborative

partnerships with the Third Sector. In balance, in must be noted that similar hesitations

exist within the Third Sector. Two examples of the debate within the Third Sector will
illustrate this point. Gary Kinsmen, in his article ''Managiag AIDS Orgaizkg:

2'0

Appendix

Tables 2 and 3.

'Consultation', 'Partnership', and the National AIDS Strategy" descn'bes the dilemma of a
relatively w w social movement stniggüng to develop its own sense of partnership and
CO ilaboration

M e at the same time experiencing a sense of cooptation by the state as it

'

attempts to meets its objectives of responding to the increasing AIDS crisis." According

to Kinsmen, as the state (in this case H d t h Canada) began to establish a working

relationship with NGOs in the AIDS cornmunïty, there was a strong commitmeat to
partnership on both sides. However, the parameters of the partnership began
to shifi as H e a b Canada assumed an increasingly prominent role in the development of the
Atlantic ATDS Network. While the provision of h d s and administrative support through
the A D S Secretariat may have been necessary to achieve the goal of an Atlantic AIDS

Network, Kinsmen questions the impact of this type of partnership arrangement. Rather
than having the time and opportunity to coalesce as a community and then develop a
partnership with the state, the community was responding to the state's agenda and

def5itions of partnership. In particular, W m e n notes that this produced a blending of
diverse groups and the mainstreafniag of issues. Since a certain loss of autonomy may be
the naturai outcome of entering into a partnership with the state while receiving h d s fiom

the state, Kinsmen suggests it is sornething which must be rnonitored carefbiiy.

Gary Kinsmen 'Mmging Managn
igS Organipag: Tonniltation', 'Partnership', and the
National AIDS Strategy", Organizing Dissent: Contemporary Social Movements in
Theov and Practice, William K. Carroii ed. Toronto, Garamond Press, 1992, pp. 2 15
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These issues niay be new to the AIDS community but they have f o d the b i s of
an on-going debate within the feminist community for several decades. There are many

levels to this debate and they range fiom the questionhg of the abiiity and willingness of

the state to act as an agent of effkctive social change for women's issues to the
encouragement of closer ties to the state at both the bureaucratie and political leveL
Melanie Randail, m her article "Fe*

a d the State: Questions for h r y and

Practice" challenges the notion of partnership with the state by asking "... is the state in its
current form irretrievabiy an institution of men's power? Or is it a form of power in society
which is contested and malleabIePn In response to these questions, Randail examines the
ways in which the state "legitimizes" feminists demands into an agenda that can be dealt
with incrementally but without fùndamentaily challe-

what Randal d e s c n i s as the

state's "cornmitment to the dominant gender, class and racial groups in society"?
Despite the incremental nature of progress on feminist d e d , Randal1 concludes that it
is stiü necessary to work with state. However, work must continue within the feminist

movement Îtseifto regain the critical anaiysis of issues lost in the process of state
legitimization. Further, work must continue in the formation of stnitegies for change that
both confronts the state and works beyond it.

In a similar approach, Sue Findlay considers the ways in which feminist issues have
'12

MelaNe Randall 'Teminism and the State: Questions for Tbeory and Practice",
Resourcesfor Feminist Reseurch, Vol. 17 No. 3, September, 1988, p 10.

"'Ibid. p 15.

been have been drawn into the state ~ystem.~''
In reviewing the history of Canadian
women and the state f?om the announcement of the Royal Commission on the Status of
Wornen, Findlay d e s c n i several of the state sponsored progams inteaded to improve the
status of women Despite the positive shat in aninide ofthe politicai parties towards

equalrty initives and the increasing level of participation by fenmiist groups in

govemment coanihations, implementation of policies was quite slow.21sFindlay fùrther
noted that by the 1980's the feminist rnovement niced a new challenge. The state had ,
by that point,

...institutionaiid the representation of feminist issues; that is, it has

"

integrated women's issues into the 'unequai' structure of representation that is the b i s of
po licy decision making"?

The process of iosthitioaalization of feminist issues by the

state allows for thei. redefinition. This, according to Findiay, is one of the contradictory
aspects of h i r a i democracy: the strategies and forums which make the pursuit of social
reform possible may be in direct opposition to the desired outcornes. It is therefore
necessary to ensure that the feminist movement not internalize the state limits.

Other participants in this debate on the feminist movement and the state are

"'Sue Findlay, "Feminist Struggles with Canadian State: 1966 - 1988" Resourcesfor
Feminist Reseorch, Vol. 17 No. 3, September, 1988, pp. 5

- 16.

"'Findlay also notes this slowness to respond was in part due to the lack ofuniversal
acceptance by al1 members of the state. Politicai acceptance did aot necessarily
translate into administrative acceptance by federai govenrment departments. There was
movement both forward and baclcward as ali players stmggled to reach consensus.
2'6

Ibid. p 7.

somewbat more optimistic than Raadall aad Findlay. Freda Paltiel a d Catherine Fraue,
writing in Women and the Canadian State, indicate that the reiatiomhip between women

and the state has been one of positive fonvard progress.z" Both authors creda the

partnership of the v o l ~ ~ ~ î a
sector,
r y the bureaucracy and the politicians for the positive

changes that have taken place. Neither author believes that the work of the feminïst
niovement is cornpiete a d both see an on-going partnership as a necessary
means to continued social change.

The inclusion of this section of Merent fkctions within Thîrd Sector provides a

brief critical fiamework for reference iater in determinhg the potential for success of the

JO int Initiative.

Meeting the Needr of the State

The "Working Together" document outlines the government's objective as a desire
to work more closely with Third Sector organizations in order to better meet the needs of

Canadians. This somewhat simply stated objective may be considered at least partially
ac hievable by the very nature of offering Third Sector organbtions the opportunity to

meet and represent the interests of a cross section of Canadians. However, as has been

"'Freda Paltiel "State Initiatives: Impetu and Effects" and Catherine Frazee 90State
Initiatives Make a Difference", Wornen and the Canadian State, Caroline Andrew and
Sanda Rodgers Eds., Montreal, McGiii-Queen's University Press, 1997, pp 27 51 and
51 - 63.

-

s h o w throughout this paper, meeting the ne&

of Caaadians is a cornplex issue. It is in

the state's own interest to achieve the appropriate balance of needs f'ulfilment for

Canadiad'. Achieving this balance c m not be accomplished without the abiiity

to control certain areas. Would a forrnalized partnership between the Thud Sector and the
federal govenunent meet the challenges inherent in the government's stated objective? To
answer this question, the potential work a d bene*

of the Joint Tables wiU be a n a i y d

against PbiUip's mode1 of the ways in which power (control) may shift as discussed in
Chapter Three.

The first movement of power is to other states or to the market. Phillip's examples
were strictfy economic, e.g. the influence of the United States as a trading partner and the
increased level of foreign hvestment in Canada. There is little within the Joint Initiative

which speaks to this issue, with the exceptions of creating new resources in the Mt
market. There are two areas of enhancement in this resource base: the £ïrst is directed
toward augmenting electronic communication systerns useci by Third Sector groups, the
potential result of whkh may be stronger linkages locally and internationally, thus
broadening spheres of influence; the second area is increasing the capacity

to compete in the IT/IM market by encouraging increased education and training
O pportunities for youth.

There are two aspects to the state's interest. First, it is in the public's best interest to
have such a balance. Second, there could be implications for Canada as a nation Xthe
competing interests of the provinces are not balanceci.

The second movement of power is dowward to other jurisdictions. This thesis has
reviewed the division of power between the fderal a d provincial governments.
Constitutiody, certain aspects of this division wiii not change. Phillips refers to the
growing financial independence of the provinces and the traosfer of social programs to the
provinces. It has been recognized in this thesis that current social programs are not
sufficient to meet the needs of Canadians and therefore work in this area fàlk to the Third
Sector groups. It bas been M e r noted that the majority of funding for these groups

cornes Eorn the provinces. The Joint Initiative has recommendations in each of these areas
which may alter the balance of power somewhat and increase the federal leadership role.
By formalizing a relationship with the Third Sector at a national level the potential for

influence at a provincial level increases despite the lead role provinces piay in providhg
core fimding to these groups. Further, only one reference is made to the provinces and
territories, contained in recommendation 1.9, which suggests that the provinces and
temtories should become engaged in the work of the federdvoluntary sector. By
suggesting an invitation to the provinces and territories to participate is forthcorning, the
govenunent may be seen to have k e n postponing their iavolvement until a relationship
with the Third Sector had been developed. There is also the pro-

of direct transfer of

fùnding and other resources to voluntary groups. WMe this may w t equal

provinciaVterritoriaf contriiutions, it may increase COmniitment on behaifof the Third
Sector to the federal govemmnt and its policies.

Finally, there niay be ways in wtüch the federal govemmm~,through the
representation of the Thkd Sector groups in the regions may inthence provincial decision
making. This would be possible only ifa tme collaborative partnersbip exists between the

Thitd Sector and the federal govemmmt. Such a partnership would bave to include a
shared vision and long term cornmitment.

The third movement of power is to international agencies or structures. Again
Phillips looks at ecowmic factors and the reiationship with the Joim Initiative is weak for
the same reason as stated in the response to the f k t movement of power. On the other
hand, the work of McCorquodaie and Fairbrother suggests that the Third Sector may work
independently of the state in assigning responsibility for human rights violations and taking
action appropriately and directly. This could mean, therefore, that by empowering the
Third Sector the state may in fàct contribute to its own loss of power in this arena.

Finaliy, there is Phillip's fourth movernent of power, to nowhere. Phillips
iiiustrates this movernent by discussing the role of the Supreme Court and the Charter of
Rights and Freedorns. There are two aspects to this discussion First, there is the
controversy regarding the Supreme Court's role in shaping social policy, i.e., bas the state
abdicated this role where policy issues are contentious? Second, is the Charter an effective
too 1 for individuals in protectiag their rights? The concept of power being "nowhere"
when it rests with the courts or the Charter reflects Phillip's notion of accessibility. In this

case by

individuais and trying to access the court system The potential for shared decision

making with the third sector may lessen the reliance on the courts. Increased citizen

representation to the f e d e d government through the Third Sector may provide a .
increased sense of cornfort to the govemment when addressing areas of politicai

uncertainty.

On the other band, it bas aiready been noted that both accountability and access are
port ions of the initiative which have not been properly defined. Are the chances any better
that an individual working either independently or through a unrepresented group wili have

additional access to, or influence on, policy decision making? Recommendations 1.6 and
3-2 discuss the establishment of organhtions to rnonitor activities of the Joint Initiative
and O fvoluntary sector organizations. In particular, 3.2 suggests three regdatory models
which may be considered: an enhanced Revenue Canada Charities Division; an advisory
body (vaguely defined in the Working Together document as an a m ' s length agency acting

to support the Charities Division); and, a quasi-judiçial commission Each of these models is

intended to compliment the monitoring o r g d t i o n outlined in 1.6. It is possible, given the
above, that by attempti. to increase access and gain broader support the government has
created additional barriers.

One finai area of consideration in anaîyzing the potential of the Joint Initiative to
meet the needs of the state involves the use of the Third Sector to secure or at least

improve nationai unity. Again this is a p r e b h a r y a d tenuous connation but one wotth

mention.&. Both Joceiyn Bourgon and Me1 Cappe, Clerks of the Prj.Councii, refer to
the govemment's work with the Third Sector as enbanchg citizenship and creating a new

kind of democracy. And, while the Social Union Framework bas agreement fiom all
provinces and territones except Quebec, the Joint Tables have the potential for
representation fkom across the country.

Meeting the Neeb: A Summmy

In reviewing the recommendations h m the Joint Tables, it is clear that there is
potential for many needs to be met for both individual Caoadians and for the state. There is

stronger evidence that the bene&

are more immediate for the state in gaining back some

of its leadership role with respect to he provinces.

Less clear is the effect the partwrship

between the Third Sector and the state will have internatiody, despîte the WorId Bank's

revised view of the state as partner in social and economk development rather than the
provider.

The Relationship with Human Riehts
Much of the discussion in this chapter has been directed toward an anaiysis of the

role of the state and potential for new working relationships to restore and enhance its
leadership d e . The relationship between this work and human nghts may have s e e d

tangentid at times. However, in retuming to the concepts presented in Chapter One, it is

clear that the purnia of a partnership with the Third Sector bas the potential to enhance
human rights issues within Canada.

Two aspects in particular connect the new partnership with human rights. The fïrst
is the possibility of enhanced participation and representation by groups in the policy

decision making process. Participation is centrai to the dennition of democratic society
and the protection of the nghts of individuals as was descri'bed by the international Centre

for Human Rights and Democratic Development. It is, however, optimistic to expect that
anything approaching fidi participation is obtainable. The process and dialogue used to

pursue participation are perhaps as critical as the reçult as suggested by ALison Jaggar.

The preliminary nature of the new initiative presents many challenges in determinmg
the impact beyond participation on human rights. Increased support to vo luntary
organizations and a formalized relationship are of course excellent starting points. The
outstanding issues of accountabdity and diveaity require M e r monitoring and

assessment. In addition, there is the condition of sustainabiiity. The recommendation of
the Joint Tables are at the moment, just that. Even if they are enacted, they remain the
vision of the current govenunent. This leads to the question of viability under a ciiffirent
govemment.

Conclusion

The application of Phillips' mode1 on the movement of power supports the thesis
statement that the state has indeed bst its role in leadership on human rights issues. The

cornparison of recommendations presented by the Joint Tables to the needs of Canadians
and the state suggest that a partnership between the Third Sector and the state is one which

rnay produce increased benefits for both partners and consequentiy for the Canadian public

as a whole. A review of the recent social, political and economic history suggests that the

timing could not be better to enter into a true partnership arrangement.

There are, however, several cautiomry notes. The debates within the A I D S and
Feminist components of the Third Sector on whether or nor to partner with the state
indicate that, at times, the Third Sector will be l e s than fiilly represented and indeed
certain of these groups rnay be actively working against date or State/Third Sector

strategies. Challenges of this sort to the structure of the state or to the structure of the
Joint Initiative have a legitimate role in neo-iiiral economy.

Another issue which must be considered when assessing the potential of the Joint

Init iativeis that of sustainability. There is no indication that the Joint Initiative has the

..

support of other political parties and therefore a change of administration rnay result in a

disrnantihg of this partnership.

Finaliy, and perhaps most signScautly, is the issue of goveraance. The gap
between collaboration and shared goveniance is, at this point, difficult to masure.
Perhaps, iike the pursuit of democracy, the closing of this gap is an on-going process which
may never be complete. However, the process itseifmay be sdlicienî to continue Canada's

human rights agenda.

Appendu A
Options for Consideritions from the Joint Tabkst19

Table 1 Buildina A New Reiationship

1.1 An accord between the govenunent and the M d sector to guide the evolving
relationship.
1-2 Develophg a mechImism to orchestrate the sector's voices.

1.3 Assigrhg ministerial leadership and responsibility for building the relatïonship
between the government and the sector.
1.4 Creation of a Secretariat to support the work of the Joint Tables.
1.5 Establishment of a Joint Impiementation Group to provide direction on research and
consultations.
1.6 M e r the implernentation phase, develop a permanent orga-tion
activities.

to monitor

1.7 Establish an d-party parliamentary cornmittee responsïble for the voluutary sector.
1.8 Provide parliament with an annuai report.
1.9 Engaging the provinces and territories in the federaYvoluntary sector work1-10 Introduction of a "voluntary sector lens" into the government poiicy process.

Table 2 Strenntheniniz Ca~acity
2.1 Financial Capacity: research and recommend government -wide fùnding guidelines
and principles.

2.2 Human Resources: establish a National Volunteerism Initiative which w u encourage
Canadians to volunteer and provide training resources for staff of voluntary
orga-tions.

"%.mmarkd fkom Working TogefhecA Government of Canada/VoIunfary Sector
Initiative. Office of the Privy Council, Ottawa: Minister of Supply and SeMces, 1999.

2-3 Knowiedge: creation of a subset of Statistics Caiiada's System of National Accounts
to provide information about the voluntaty sector and to encourage the sector's
involvement in policy work.
2-4 IafUrmation Management/IdormatimTechaology: development of youth
employment progranis m the M T fields and research the benefits of specialized
software for use by voluntary sector organhtions
Table 3 Im~rovinpthe Renulatorv Framework

3.1 Legislative Change: d o w public access to Revenue Canada's information regarding
applications for charitable statu; cleariy define non-partisan advocacy and raise the
percentage of resources which may be used to support this activity above 1W;
aiiow certain categories of public-bewfit organizations to be registered as "deemed
charitiesy'even though they do wt operate exclusively for the bene& of their
rnembers and to promote specific causes not currently considered charitable under
common iaw; and, undertake a study of l i a b ' i issues as they pertain to voluntary
organhtions.
3.2 Institutional Change: Review three possible models for oversight regulatory bodies.
The models iriclude; an enhanced Revenue Canada Cbarities Division; an advisory
body; and a quasi-judicial commission

3.3 Administrative Change: develop shortened version of tax return form; introduce
compIiance mechanisms other than de-registration; introduce new guidelines on
'%usiness related activities" undertaken by charities.
3.4 Funding: an analysis has aiready been conducted on types of fbnding vehicles. Further

work needs to be done in colhboration with the Table on Strengthening Capacity.
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